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INTROIlICTION 
Purpose .s2i. the study 
It is the' purpose of this thesis to give an account of the 
significant events in the founding and development of the school, 
no~ knoYn as the College of Southern Utah, Branch of Utah State 
Agricultural College, from the year 1897 to the observance of its 
fiftieth anniversary in 1947. 
Statement of delimi tation SJf.. ~ problem 
This study comprises the two periods of growth during which the 
school was a branch of the University of Utah and later of the Utah 
State Agricultural College. 'ilie problem, thus, is the founding and 
development of the school during the two periods of administration. 
Previous study ~ source of materials 
After the author began this study, he found that there had been 
no complete study in this area. Printed material was limited to 
brief sketches of the school history, diaries, historical sketches, 
and short published documents relating to isolated incidents. 
The primary source of data. for this thesis are the records 
maintaine~ at the College of Southern Utah and at the Utah state 
Agricul tural College: Minu tes .2£ ~ Board of Trustees, the Report 
of the Board .2i Trustees, Catalogs and Bulle1<Wa. '!he Founders Speak I 
a collection of statements by the early pioneers in Cedar City 
regarding the establishment of the college, compiled by Rhoda ~ood, 
and on file in the college library, was very helpful. 
A valuable secondary source of inform tion was .1'h§ Student, 
official organ of the student body of the school; also the Agricola, 
school annual. Some help was received from the Deseret News, Salt 
Lake City, and from the Iron County Record, Cedar City. The Alumni 
Booklet, published Qy the aluwli of the college, was very valuable 
and contained numerous items that are unattainable elsewhere. 
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A limited number of interviews with pioneers still living helped 
clarify facts and provide needed insight. 
Method of procedure 
The work is written in historical form and covers the founding, 
growth and development of the College of Southern Utah. 
It is presented in both a topical and chronological pattern 
since same of the material 1ended itself better to the topical 
method of presentation, and other material demanded a chronological 
arrangemen t. 
The material has been divided into major divisions, to be 
dis cussed in the follo'Wing order: 
Cedar City Prior to 1897 
Legislative Authorization 
The First Year Crisis 
The Branch Normal School Period 
Transfer to the Utah Agricultural College 
Enrollment and Curriculum, 1913 to 1947 . J 
Physical Expansion, 1913 to 1947 
Student Activities, 1913 to 1947 
This is followed by a Summary and Conclusions, Appendix and 
Bibliography. 
3 
The author has inserted the illustrations within the context of 
the thesis, hoping thus to offer clarification. 
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CEDAR CITY PRIOR TO 1897 
Early exploration 
October 12, 1776, a date that commemorates Columbus Day and the 
year of Independen<?e, Silvester Veleze de Escalante, explorer and 
Catholic priest, entered the Cedar Valley as the first recorded 
white man. His visit would be of little consequence had he not 
wri tten of his vis! t in his diary and thus preserved a picture of 
what Cedar Valley looked like during the year the colonists were 
battling the British for their freedom. 
Father Esca,lante 'Was returning from an unsuccessful trip to 
find a new route from Banta Fe, New Mexico, to California. He 
wrote in his diary that he had named the valley and the river that 
ran into it in honor of Senor San Jose, an appellation never to be 
pu t in to general use. 
Father Escalante wrote: 
The Valley of Senor San Jose through which we have just 
passed, in its most northern part is in 370 33' of latitude ••• 
From north to sooth it is about twelve leagues long ••• It 
has very abundant pasturage, large meadows, fair-sized 
marshes, and plenty of very good land for settlement 'With 
seasonal crops, although there is not (enough) 'Water ••• 
even the high places at this season had green and fresh 
pasturage ••• The Indians 'Who live in thevfJ.lley ••• dress 
very poorly, and eat grass seeds, hares, pinon nuts in 
season, and dates ••• They are very cowardly ••• 1 
The area remained fairly unmolested by the \;hi te Man until the 
nineteenth century when Cedar Valley 'WaS made a part of the Spanish 
Trail, a line of travel between Santa Fe and California. California 
1. Herbert E. Bolton, Pageant in...:YlJ! ~lldernesB, pp. 2Q3-204. 
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horses, bound for market in Santa Fe, "~re driven over the trail. The 
Indians 'Were hunted for slaves by unscrupulous traders, and their 
population dwindled rapidly. Trappers found the area a good 
beaver ground. l 
Mormon colonization 
In July, 1847, Captain Jefferson Hunt, a member of the Mormon 
Battalion vlhich had been sent to California duz,-ing the Mexican War, 
passed thrcugh the Cedar area, making men tal notes ooncerning the 
soil and water as he roceeded on his way. 'Wi thin a yea.r the trail 
followed by Hunt became the route of all Mormon emigrants coming to 
Utah from California . 2 
On December 21, 1849, Parley P. Pratt, a l40rmon colonizer, 
and fifty others entered the basin. In lengthy notes Parley Pratt 
described the a.rea as "delightful for the plow" and possessing a hill 
"of the richest iron ore.~ " The iron in the area interested" Brigham 
Young, who envisioned a great state, named Deseret, for the Mormons 
to make their kingdoI'.l. \ii th the information Hr. Pratt had gathered 
for reference material, Brigham Young" made a call for an "iron 
missial. ,,3 
The call s ta ted tha t a colony loIRS wan ted at th e Li t tle Salt 
Lake (as the dry flats near Parowan were named) and "that fifty or 
more good effective men loIith teams and wagons, provisions and 
clothing, are wanted for one year. n 'lhe call continued, "Seed 
1. Gustive O. Larson, Cedar~, Gateway.1&. Rainbow Land, p. 5. 
2. Ibid., p. 7. 
3. Centennial Boo1tt!.et Cami. ttee, l!:sm COunty Centennial, p. 8. 
grain in abundance and tools in all their variety for a new colony 
are wanted to start from this place immediately after the fall 
conferenoe, to repair to the Valley of the Little Salt Lake without 
delay. II There they ware to sow, build and fence; erect a saw and 
grist mill, establish an iron foundry as speedily as possible aId 
do "all other acts an,d things necessary for the preservation and 
1 
safety of the infant settlement. U 
In December of 1850 a company of 169 men and women left Provo, 
Utah for the Cedar Valley. They were headed by George A~ Smith', an 
eminent Mormon leader. The company, Em.countering snow and cold, had 
considerable difficulty on their trip. On January 13, 1951, they 
entered Iron County at Center Creek, .now Parowan. 
Th~ built houses, planted their crops, and set their animals 
out to graze •. The company fraternized ·freely wi til the Indians until 
a stern admonition from Brigham Young abolished the practioe and 
ordered them "to stockade the fort" and to attend to their own 
affairs, "and let the Indians take care of theirs."2 
In November of 1851, George A. Smith Bent a group of thirty 
iron miners, beaded by Henry Lunt, to Coal Creek (now Cedar City) 
to build a fort and set about the workings of the iron mission. The 
actual founding date is listed ·as November eleventh of that year. 
Another group arrived a little l a ter, aiding in the construction of 
the make-shift fort. 
1. Ibid. 
2. Gustive O. Larson, Ope cit., p . 13. 
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Five hundred acres of the valley soil was cleared and divided 
into ten acre blocks. Each man in the village drew for hiB plot 
of land; he lias also entitled to a small area near the fort in which 
, he might plant a garden. l 
'While progress was being ma.de agriculturally, plans were being 
formulated for the manufacture of iron. After a series of trials 
and errors, a blast furnace "WaS constructed on the banks of Coal 
Creek. On ' the 29th of September the furnace 'Was charged, and the 
next morning yielde~ a small amount of molten iron. The pioneers 
7 
were j ubi I an t, and eli spa tched messengers to Salt Lake City to announce 
the first iron produced 'West of the Hississippi. The infant industry 
became absorbed into the Deseret Iron Company J financed in England, 
in late November.2 
Early education 
The first public building erected in the Old Fort was used for 
educational purposes. Private schools were held in homes, and a 
special "School of the Prophets" attracted the men of the region. 
The. "Standard Works of the Church" beoame textbooks, and thus 
religion and educe. tion were tied closely together. The tlDeseret 
Alphabet," a curious reformation of the &lglish language, 'Was 
taught for a. number of years in the schools of Cedar Cl ty. Since 
no federal funds were made available for education in the 
territory, the schools were financed through donations. Later a 
VOluntary tax was imposed. Often the teachers received their pay 
r. 
amounting to from two to five dollars per quarter for each student, 
1. Gustive o. Lareon, Ope cit., p . 15. 
2. Ibid., pp. 15-17. 
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in a combination of food and script. l 
In the eighties the Parowan Stake Academy was established in 
Cedar City, and the citizens began looking to the future for an even 
superior educational sys tem. In order that sui table a.creage might 
be insured for its future expansion, five acres on "Academy Hill" 
was preserved for housing of the envisioned campus. 2 
Communi ty expansion and growth 
For all the fond dreams of Brigham Young, the "iron mission" 
'Was to fail. Lack of fuel and ."Water power, along with the need 
for more manpower, caused. iron manufacturing to be discontinued 
in Cedar City, and resumed for a short spell near the Iron 
mountain itself. Instead of admitting defeat, the people of this 
small community turned to other fonns of livelihood. Hany entered 
farming, others purchased cattle and sheep; thus was the livestock 
industry born. New tanneries, shoe shops, woolen mills, and other 
stores opened on Cedar City's streets.3 
The community early established itself as one of the cultural 
centers of Southern Utah. '!be Cedar Band 'WaS established, and a 
choir was founded. A dramatic association presented some form of 
entertainment at least twice a week. Cedar City theatre-goers became 
accustomed to a full year-around season of plays, running the gamut 
from melodramas to Biblical pageants.4 
By 1896 Cedar City had proven itself to be a oomruunity of 
1. Gustive O. Larson, 00 cit., p. 30. 
2. ~. 
3. ~., pp. 23-36. 
4. Ibid., p. 25. 
progressive people. The population had reached nearly fifteen 
hundred, and a thriving yet f ar-from-prosperous, commerce had been 
developed. 
Conclusion 
Cedar City had been established with an iron economy and 
9 
when the iron industry failed the town's citizens had chosen to 
pursue ~ther livelihoods r~ ther than let the community fade into 
oblivion. They had learned to live together cooperatively, and 
discovered that few proJects undertaken by the entire community had 
not been achieved. They had been conscious from the beginning of the 
need to educate their children and thus had established the Parowan 
Stake A~ademy. Seeds had been scnm for higher education. 
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORIZATION 
1hg authorization bill 
President wilford 'Woodruff of the Church of Jesus Chris t of 
Latter Day Saints procla imed in 1890 his famous nManifesto" 
bringing to an end the Mormon pr actice of polygamy. ~ith this 
bi g stumbling block removed, Utah was admitted to the United States 
in 1896. The State Legislature met in its first session following 
statehood in Ha.rch, 1897. The Legislators, serious and fully a'Vlare 
of their res1)onsibili ties, were quick to sense the need for adequate 
educational f acilities throughout the state. Thus it was that the 
bill introduced by John F. Tolton, Senator of District Five, and 
Representative R. R. Tanner, both of Beaver, for the establishment 
of a Normal School a t Fort Cameron, fell on sympathetic ears. l 
Perhaps also the f act tha t the Deseret News--the official 
organ of the Mormon Church, to which an overrThelming majority of 
the state's population belonged--had edi torialized in the favor of 
the establishment of the teacher training school, had helped make 
the Legislators more f avorable. Regarding the bill for establishment 
of a Southern Branch of the State Normal at fort Cameron to help 
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alleviate the problem of teacher educ ation, the Deseret News on March 16, 
1897, published the following: 
••• There is substantial justice in the claim that the 
southern counties of the state should receive relief in 
. 
1. Rhoda \lood, Bio • S. School , p . 1 
this regard. Their young men and women, who desire to 
become tea chers , have a right to ask tha t some of the 
f acilitie s f or norm~l t r aining, paid for by the state, be 
placed within their reach ••• The News is in f avor of giving 
the southern counti es a good nonnc.;. l school, ",hether or not 
Fort Cameron be chosen for its s ite . l 
One of the main a rguments against the es t ablishment of the 
11 
school at the old fort (which could easily h ve been converted into 
a r tia l ly hrusing the l~ormal msti tution) "Tas the fact tha t it lay 
one-and-a-half miles from Beaver proper, a distance which seemed 
excessive to some of the Legislator s . 2 
An amendment to the bill proposed by 1essers Tolton and Tanner 
was offered by Representa tives John Parry of Iron County and 
Edward H. Snow of 'Washing ton County. They proposed that the 
location of the school in Southern Utah shoul d be decided upon a 
competitive basis, a nd that a committee be f ormed to make the 
final selecti on. The Legisla t or s approved the amendment and passed 
the bill , ,,~h ich read as follows: 
1 . 
2 . 
Be it ena cted by the Legislature of t he St ate of Utah: 
Section 1 . branch of the St ate Normal School is 
her eby created can i sting of the Superintendent of ?ublic 
Instruction, the re si dent of the University of Utah and 
one other to be appoint d by the Governor by and "'ith the 
consent of the Sena te; and whos e duty it sha l l be , l-lithin 
f our months after the passage of this act, to visi t the 
counties for the location of s aid school . Said commission 
shall serve without compensa tion but their expenses shall 
pe paid, when audited and approved by t a te Board of 
Examiners. 
ection 3. The said Commi ssion or a maj ority ther of, 
shall ~ve full ower to determine the site f or said school 
and when so determined , shall certify same to the Secretary 
of State . The governor shull fill any vacancy that may 
occur in s aid commission 
54: 058 . Harch 6 , 1897. 
rch 6, 1897 . 
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Section 4. As a condition to the location of said school 
the city or country in lzhich said COmr.li ssion shall decide to 
locate the same, shall vest in the state a ~od and sufficient 
title to suitable grounds and buildings, for the accomodation 
of said school, or guarantee the same within such reasonable 
time as said Commission shall designate, but said school 
shall not be commenced until such title is so vested. Upon 
the acceptance by the Secretary of State of the title to 
said g rounds and building, the state shall maintain a t 
such pl ace a branch of the State Normal School to be under 
the control and management of the r egents of the University 
of Ut&h. 
Section 5. whenever the state shall fail to maintain 
said school for a period of two years, the title to the 
building and grounds, as contem l a ted in Section 4, shall 
revert to the doners. 
Section 6. For the purpose of maintaining said school 
for the academic years of 1897-98 and 99 the sum of fifteen 
thousand dollars, or so much thereof that may be necessary, 
is hereby appro1n'i ated out of any moneys in the trea.sury 
not otherwise a .. propr iat ed ."1 
The measure was approved '~rch 11, 1897. 
The committee for the selection of the s ite 'Wo.s composed of 
Dr. Karl G. lvlaeser, Dr. John R. Fa k, and Dr. James E. Talmadge. 
They were aw~rded two hundred dollars to cover the expenses of 
their journeys. 
Efforts to s ecure ~ Normal school for Cedar City 
Immedia te l y upon the approval of the bill, the Southern Utah 
communities began appointing comnittees and m~king necessary 
plans to inf luence the three men who were to make the selection. 
Cedar City set the machinery in motion at a mass meeting on 
March '~l , 1897. Lehi W • Jones was appointed cha irman of the 
co~nittee which also included John S. Woodbury and Edward J. 
Palmer, .... Tho were to serve as secretary and tree surer, res~ectively. 
1. Laws of the State .Qi Utah , 189'7; - 41. 
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This permLment committee served during the entire founding period. 
They called mass meetings often to discuss various plans and appoint 
sub-cornmittees. l 
Representative JaM Parry, recently r eturned from the Legisla ture 
"Vmere he co-authoried the amendment to the bill, and ~yhew H. Dal l ey , 
both Drominent Cedar City personage , '\lere a.sked to frrune a eti tion 
to the commission setting f orth the advantages of loncing the school 
in Cedar Ci t-J . The document was com_ Ie ted ' ay 8 , 1897, and forwarded 
to the state selection cOffi. ._ittee. It rea.d: 
Cedar City , Iron County, Utah, f,;ay 8 , 1897 
To the Hons. John R. Park, J ames E. Talmadge, and Karl G. 
m~ ser, Coru issioners to Locate St ate Branch Normal School. 
Gentlemen: ~ 
~ 
For your consideration in de t ermining the location of the ~ 
State Branch Normal School, we submit the following: 
CEDAR CITY is centrally located in the SOUTHEP~ UTAH 
EDUCATIONAL DISTRICT, embracing the foll owing countie s , viz: 
Kane ,,fi th a population of 1968 , 1~ashin ton 4619, Iron 31~3 , 
Garfield 28 8, Wayne 1520, iute 1727, and Beaver 3791; its 
distance from the princip _1 tov.n s in said countie s being as 
follows: Kanab 120 miles, St. George 55 miles, Virgin City 
45 miles, Leeds 37 miles, Rockville 50 miles, Touquerville 
36 miles, Hebron 50 w~les, Pine Valley 40 miles, Pinto 30 
miles, Junction 55 miles, anguitch 50 miles, Beaver 55 
miles, Junction 55 miles, Penguitch 50 miles, Beaver 55 
miles, Milford 54 miles, and rlinersville 40 miles. (wayne 
and Piute Counties, however, ,.;ill naturally in the future be 
attached to some other School Di strict.) 
We know of no city or town in Utah where the per cent 
of mortality is less. Diptheria and all other dread contagious 
diseases are uruQlo~m. ~fuile our water a t certain periods 
of the year ~s not the most desirable, yet we are f avored 
with pure mountain streams near tIe city, Yl1ich our City 
Council c.ontem .. l a t e utilizing in the near future for 
culinary purposes. 
1. VJilliam R. Palmer, llurrmi Booklet, not paged. 
-< r· .. 
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It is claimed by some that Cedar City is destined to be 
a manufacturing town and that the results of the erection of 
Iron 'Works will be a smoky, unhealthy atmosphere. 'We have no 
fears of such unfavorable results as our iron mines are 
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from ten to fifteen miles distant and on lO,\-ler levels than the 
coal beds from ~ich the furnaces are to be supplied. 'ftlis 
naturally places the 'WOIKS at ten miles or more from the tow; 
for the idea of hauling ores on an uphill grade, when the 
fuel to supply the furnaces can be hauled to the mines across 
the valley wi thout exhausting a. pound of steam, is an a.bsurdi ty. 
The establishment of such manufacturies (sic), however, 
near the c1 ty will increase the patronage and support of the 
No~~l School and there~J prove a benefit. 
High tat our doors 'We have an abundance of building rock t 
limestone, beds of brick and fire clay, mountains of gypsum, 
inexhaustible veins of coal in variety, groves of pulp material, 
and broo. d mountain plateaus overlook our Ci ty, ~ ich in turn 
yield an abundanc e of farm and dairy products noted for 
excellent quality. 
Our mountains and canyons ere dotted wi th pure springs and 
lakes furnishing unsurpassed stUllIller resorts. 
No other cit7 in Southern Utah has manifested a greater 
interest in educational matters. '!he Parowan Stake Academy, 
located at this place, having been supported and u~held by 
the energy of our citizens, under diverse circumstances, has 
outlived all similar institutions established in Southern Utah. 
Since the establishment of this institution the average 
attendance has been upward of one hundred pupils. By entering 
into personal obligation ~nd s i b7-dng notes to secure the 
teachers employed, to make any deficiency that might arise, 
a.lso furnish fuel and light for a number of years, it ",as 
possible to keep the Academy going. This has been done by the 
local board and such members of the stake Bard as reside in 
Cedar City. 
The interest manifes ted in our District Schools is very 
commendable. Special school taxes have been voted by the 
people each year. Our school building, furniture, and 
apparatus is unequalled in Southern Utah. During the present 
school year seven teachers have been employed in the district 
schools for three terms of ten weeks each, and four teachers 
are now engaged In ' a further session of five weeks. With a 
school population of 404, the attendance at the present school 
n~~pers 365. This year's expenditures amount to over $3700.00, 
of. Which nearly i1900, has been raised by local taxation. 
Our school district is free from debt. (This district pays 
15 
fifty-nine per cent of the entire taxes in this County for State 
and County purposes.) 
N8t~e "has designed for us the most suitable site in 
Southern Utah for the e s t ablishment of the State Branch Normal 
School. 
In conclusion, these, with the other inumerable 
advan t ages, we claim ·Cedar City foremost among the competitors 
for the State Branch Normal School, in location, patronage, 
heal thfulness, DB. tural resource s , and local and genere.l 
support. 
Respectfully submitted, 
B~ THE CITIZEN S OF CEDAR CI TY 
Signed: John Parry, 
Hayhert H. Dalleyl 
Two days later the permanent committee forwarded the specifio 
) ro. osal of the city: 
Cedar"City, Iron County, State of Utah 
May 10, 1897 
To the Hons. John R. Park, Janes E. Talmadge, and Karl G. Maeser, 
Commission to Select the Site for Location of Branches of 
State Normal School • . 
Gentlemen: 
The resident citizens and taxpayers of Cedar City School 
District, Iron County, State of Utah, in consideration of the 
location by the State of a branch of the State Normal School 
in Cedar City, respectfully submit the following proposition, 
viz: 
'e will give to the. State and convey by warranty Deed, 
accompanied with clear Abstract of Title, the following 
described tract of land in Cedar City, County of Iron, State 
of Utah: 
Commencing at a ~oint nineteen (19) rods fifteen and three-
fourths (15 3/4) links South of a point thirty-six (36) rods 
west of the North East Corner of the ~est half of the North 
\est quarter of Section fourteen (14) in To~nshi9 thirty-six 
(36) South of Range eleven (ll) vlest of' Salt Lake Meridian, 
Utah, said place of beginning being knOrffi as the Nortl1 East 
corner of Block twenty-eight (28) Plat B. Cedar City Town 
Survey: thence Sout h sixty-four and one-fourth (64l ) rods; 
thence ~est thirty-eight (38) rods; thence North sixty-four 
1. \-dlliam R. Palmer, Q,2. cit. 
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(64) rods twenty-three and one-fourth (23t) links; thence 
East thirty-eight (38) rods; to the place of beginning, situate, 
lying and being in the West half of the North \oJest Quarter 
of said Section fourteen (14) and containing by ad-measurement 
fifteen (IS) acres fift,y-four and forty-two hundredths 
(S4 and 42/100) square rod s of l and, be the same more or less. 
The s aid land "d.ll have a. six rod street on the North and 
East, ani a four roo street on the South and \ est. 
vIe will also cons:truct on said grounds suitable buildings 
for the accommod tion of suid school within such reasonable 
time as the commission shall designe. te. 
v1e will als 0 deed to the State Lot 18 in Block 37, 
Plat B, Cedar City To~ Survey, containing ninety-six (96) 
square rexis of land togetb.er 'W'i. th all buildings and improve-
ments thereon, now the property of the Cedar City Ecclesiastical 
Ward; we will complete the building on said Lot 18 now in 
course of construction ready for use b.Y the State for School 
purposes, on or before the fifteenth day of August, A. D. 
1897; Provided, that as soon as suitable buildings have been 
erected on the grounds first described the State shall deed 
back to said Cedar City Ecclesias tical Ward the suid Lot 18, 
Block 37, Plot B, together with the buildings and improvements 
thereon. 
Re spectfully submitted, 
COl'n-rrTTEE ON BRANCH OF THE STATE NORMAL 
SCHOOL 
(Signed) Lehi W. Jones, Chairman 
John S. Woodbury, Jr., Secretary 
FOR AND IN THE BEHALF OF '!HE RESIDENT CITIZENS AND TAXPAfERS OF 
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT IN IRON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Academy Hill consisted of five acres. In order tha t fifteen 
acres be offered the st"te, a committee of two, com~ osed of John 
Chatterley and Uri~ T. Jone o, set about making the necessary 
arrangements for the additional ten acres. They resolved the 
problem by blying four city block sections from Joseph T. \>Iilkinson 
for one hundred dollars a section, another section from Eliza 
1. 'William R. Palmer, ..9.Q. Qii. 
Puce1l at the same price, ~nd some land owned by Peter B. Fife. 
2 
Contributions were taken to finance these transactions. 
In the proposal the committee offered to deed also ninety-six 
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square roos of lend in the heart of Cedar City. Upon this land plans 
"fere being realizeci for the construction of a chapel and social ha.ll, 
l a ter to be designated as the ~ard Hall. This building, the committee 
proposed, could house the school until a building could be constructed 
on Academy Hill, a t "lhich time the ~. rea ,\-iould be returned to the 
Mormon Church in Cedar City. 
Various plans for financing the building, which 'Would ha ve to 
be constructed in order to ccmply wi tb the la\.1, \lere suggested 
and dis carded as unworkable. One such plan would have involved 
as e '" ing th e t axp"ye rs of Ced'l.r Ci ty ~lO,OOO.OO to help defray 
the expenses. Another .. ~an ne~ rly re2~ched completion. Since 
both Cedar City e.nd Parm· ... ~n, -fihe county sent located nineteen 
miles from Cedar Ci ty, 'Here competing for the Normal School, an 
agreement was offered 1-rhereby the losing city, providing the 
coromi t tee decided on CedB.r City or Parowan in preference to 
communi ti e s out sid e Iron Goun t y , would cant r i bu te ~iJ2 ,400.00 to be 
collected in cash, materials , or labor, to the ,-dnning comnunity. 
Lists ','ere circulated in both to\-TnS until the required amount had 
been pledged. The act of signing the contract was all that 
remained to make the a.greement official . Unfortunately, the word 
a rrived tha t Ceda r City p..lld been se lected by the corumi ttee a number 
of hours before the contra.ct was to be signed, and the ? rowan citizens 
hurriedly returned home, leaving Cedar City to worry about the 
1 financing alone. 
Ced r ~ selected 
The state co~~ittee, in reviewing the communities vying for the 
school, noted Cedar City' s advantages and disadvantages. On the 
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negative side of the ledger they listed the fact tha t the Academy Hill 
"18S not in the hec,rt of the town but instead was si tuated in the fields 
on the outskirts of the community (the same a rgumen t was levied against 
the Fort Cameron location). Also there existed a fear thE .. t Cedar City 
migh t develop into an iron manufa cturing t own and the industry pollute the 
air \-ii til smoke. On the' posi ti ve side was Cedar Ci ty' s excellent 
educational record ~~th regard to the Parowan Stake Academy, its 
central location in Southern l}tah, B.nd perhaps the most important, the 
, absence of a saloon (which no other town competing could claim). In 
any event the committee designated Cedar City over the other commu-
nities, agreeing to the proposal as stated in the Jones-Woodbury 
draft. 2 
The community was notified in l ate May of the committee's action, 
which gave it only three months to complete the ward Hall and ml!.ke 
it ready for the first school year. The local school committee then 
assumed the t a sk of finishing the construction of the building, the 
foundations of ~hich had already been l aid and a foot of the brick 
pl aced in position. The materials to finish the building were already 
at hand, and the committee hurriedly ~ut men ~o ~ork in a fevorish 
1. "william R. Palmer, .sm cit. 
2 . Ibid. 
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pace to finish the structure. By September the ~ard Hall l a cked but 
1 
a cornice of completion and the school was opened. 
~ challenge 
The task that Cedar City had accepted was massive indeed. To 
construct a ~35,OOO.00 building and donate fifteen fl cr es of l and for 
its campus was a montmental accomplishment for a community of only 
1,500 population, "d. th a.n adult and youthful male popula tion of 
. approximately 375. 2 The town's pop~ation was l ar gely agr a r i an, and 
f linn conditions 1-rere hardly pr osperous. Cedar City's tote.l business 
volum.e for a.n entire year only slightly exceeded the sum necessary to 
build the structure. In addition the town's building materials had 
diminished to the near vanishing point bectiuse of t he construction of 
the \Ja.rd Hall. 
The tOolnspeople, h011ever, felt tha t with the state committ ee's 
awarding the Normal School to Cedar City, and with the Ward Hall 
completed for its use as classrooms , t he school ~~s secure for the 
first year and tha t the to'l-lrn might return to normal once again. 
Conclusion 
Ceda.r City had gr a.sped vigorously at t he stray,: t he sta te held 
out for the establishment gf a branch Nonnal School in their COIDmWlity, 
and were successful in out-bidding the other Southern Utah contenders. 
Displaying considerable optimism, they had deeded to the sta te choice 
property on the edge of ~ln and in the heart of t he community, and had 
pledged the construction of a thirty-five t housand dollar edifice. 
One ,"onders if they ,\;oul d have been so anxious for the school had they 
1. Hhoda Wood, QQ cit ., ' . 1 
2. Ibid. 
known of the hardships they would have to endure over the years to 
retain the school in Cedar City. Nevertheless, they had acted with 
dispatch and had secured the No~l School--and along with it had 
agreed to accomplish what would seem the impossible. 
20 
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THE rIRST YEAR CRISIS 
l. minor disturbance 
The first ,\-leeks of s chool in 1897 occurred without incident, and 
the Cedar populous began to breathe easier after the hectic days of 
getting the college allocated to Cedar City and the building of the 
ward Hall. These care-free days extended t hrough October nd on into 
November , when a minor disturbance occurred. 
hllen school had opened in the ~ ard Hall, the building was ns 
yet unfinished, l acking the cornice. The faculty had ignored the 
wind hilistling under the eaves when the ~eather was balmy, and the 
workmen had forgotten that the building was not completed. In 
Nove~b€r h blizz rd arrived. The faculty and students came to 
school one morning to find their desks, books, and apparatus covered 
with snow. Principal Bennion dismissed the school and hurried to 
the homes of a number of community leaders. The storm had not 
1 
subsided before the workmen '\-lere making the ward Hall weatherproof .• 
The major crisis 
In December a new crisis, of major proportions, presented 
itself, threatening to close dowtl the school at the end of its first 
year . The teachers' pa.yrolls had been submitted to the sta.te in 
the latter part of December. The Attorney Gener~l had ruled that 
school was being held in Cedar City illegally since the "'-'ard Hall 
was not on property that had been accepted by the state, and tha t 
Cedar City wus , therefore, not complying with the l aw . The state 
1. Dr . Howard R. Driggs , fI'Wi th Quiet Courage," The Instructor, 
Mcty , 1953. 
would not pay the teachers' salaries. Also he rul~d that if the 
building were not constructed on the Academy Hill within the 
bi-annum the bill authorizing the school would bec())ffie void. Ei ther 
the school was to be constructed by September of 18&98 or the 
Branch Nor.mal School 'WOuld be lost. l 
Organizing to meet 1b!i. crisis 
On the first of January a mass meeting was hel_d to explain 
t he problems to the people. Some citizens ~ere lotUd in their 
denunciation of the state for the imposition of sucili impossible 
condi tions, rut 0 thera contented tha t the law must be obeyed. '!he 
to~n leaders proposed that Cedar City guarantee the! payment of the 
teachers' salaries, end thE:. t even though it was in the middle of 
'Winter, citizens go into the mountains to get lumbe :r to construct 
the ne'W building. Necessary committees ""ere appoin .ted to accomplish 
2 these tasks. 
To secure money ,for the payment of the teacher ·s' salaries, a 
committee traveled to Salt Lake City. At the Zion's Savings -Bank 
this committee proposed that, in order to secure th e money, a 
promissory note be signed by as many Cedar City cit :izens as the 
bank deemed necessary. The bank, however, insisted . tha t it would 
make the loan only upon these conditions: tha t thr .. ee Ceda.r City 
men whom it 'Would select mortgage their homes, thus relieving the 
bank of the responsibility for the final collection .. Henry Leigh, 
Lehi ~. Bullock, and David Bullock were the men seleected by the 
1. \\illiam R. Palmer, .QQ cit. 
2 . Ibid. 
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bank, and these three men promptly mortgaged their homes. The 
money was then turned over to the state, and the state finally 
issued the teachers' salaries. l The first phase had been BUccess-
fully completed. 
The second plan was not to be so speedily solved. Thomas Jed 
Jones, John Parr.y, and Francis ~ebster were appointed to the 
building committee. John Parry had already played an important 
role in the Legislature getting the original bill amended to 
23 
include consideration of Iran County in the establiahmemt of a site 
for the Normal School. He was now to join Thomas Jones and Francis 
~ebster in another phase of the struggle for the college. Feeling 
desperate, the three committee members asked for help and Thomas S. 
Bladen and ~illiam Dover were chosen to assist them. To these five 
men the town pledged all their public and private resources; the 
committee was forced to dip into both very generously. The decision 
they made, and the public response to it, stands out as one of the 
finest examples of sacrifice for education in America.2 
Since a majority of the building materials in Cedar City had 
been used in the construction of the ward Hall, the committ ee found 
itself faced with the task of sending men into the mountains in the 
middle of the ~~nter to fell logs for lumber. 
On January 5, 1898, a group of eleven men, the first of a long 
line of Cedar City citizens to f ace the bitter winter weather of 
1. In the second state legislature appropriation was made to reimbur se 
the three men for the mortgages on their homes. ~illiam R. 
Palmer, .QQ. cit. 
2 e: Ibid. 
Cedar Mountain, le~t Cedar City. After numerous difficulties they 
were able to cut the logs necessary to supply the wod for the new 
1 
building. '!he lumbering expedition was not completed until July 1. 
Meeting ~ orisis .n. b9M. 
'!he building was not just made of wood, and many other ma. terials 
had to be gathered also. In addition those on the mountain had to be 
fed, and food must be gathered to send to them. '!hoee remaining in 
the valley responded ~o the challenge. 
'!he committee never aocepted "no" for an answer. Thomas 
Jedediah Jones served as chairman of the building oommittee, and to 
Francis Webster fell the job of rounding up supplies and soliciting 
personnel. Mr. Webster's perserverance and humor won for him the 
affection of the populace, and their oomplete cooperation. A 
number of incidents portr~ the flavor of one of Cedar Ci~'s most 
colorful pioneers. R. W. Bullook told in later years haw Mr. Webster 
had sent a letter up to the pioneers on the mountain shortly after they 
had returned to the mill far the second time. The note read, "Now 
next time a big frost eames, don't give up so easy; stick to your 
work and you'll never regret it." Not long after this he and Jed 
Jones made their trip in a small pleasure sleigh to lend encouragement. 
Mr. liebster was heard to remark, "They rea.lly did have a big frost 
didn't they? "2 
Jethro Palmer recalled this incident: 
1. See Appendix E. 
2. R. W. Bullock to Rhoda Wood, Rhoda Wood, The Founders Speak, p . 16. 
Francis Webster came into the harness shop sometime 
in January, 1898 , to say to me, "Jethro, I want all the 
horse blankets you have or can get", Ili th teams working in 
the cold high in the mountains, they must have blankets." 
I answered him, "The horse blanket season 1s pretty 
well done, but you can get wat 'We have, I didn't intend 
to order more and don I t think I could get them if I did." 
"\Well, you oan make some can't you?" he asked. I told 
him I had no material but if I had some I could try. He 
went away and soon came back with a big chunk of heavy 
canvas, •• 
"Canvas is not enough, n I told him. "Good blankets 
have to be lined." Well, an hour or so later he he came 
wi th the lining in the form of several extra-heavy bed 
blankets. 
With the project completed, Mr. Webster took them after 
hl!ving informed Mr. Palmer that it had been adona tion j ob, and 
tha t the Lord 'Would surely bless him for his efforts.1 
The organization that WllS made to supply the foodstuffs was 
. ) , 
amazing in the least. The town 'Was allotted quotas by streets, 
each street having a contact man who 'Would procure the necessary 
requirements. On oertain d~s of the week the contact man would 
be handed a list of foodstuffs to be gathered from his district. 
He would then vis! t each of the homes on his street until all 
of the items were obtained. 2 The supplies were taken to the home 
of Mary Cortlett on Main Street where tbe,r 'Were receipted and sent 
to the 'Workers on the mountain. In this way ample supplies of 
cheese, butter, honey, jams, sacks of sugar, halves of por, quarters 
25 
of beef, beans, rice, raisins, baked bread, cookies, clothing, ~olen 
underwear, mittens, overalls, shirts, jumpers, hay and grain 'Were 
1. Ibid., p. 29. 
2. Sarah Nelson to Rhoda Wood, Rhoda \Wood, The Founders Speak, p . 46. 
1 
obtained. 
The Cedar City Dramatic Company put on several plays and 
sponsored Joseph Cosslett's choir and glee club, proceeds from which 
2 
went into the building fund. 
The Cedar City lumber brought from the mountain \18.8 green and 
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unseasoned, and thus the committee had to find all the available lumber 
in the community that could be used so that the building should not 
be delayed.3 
Bricks for the building were made as soon as weather permitted. 
'Workmen, hardy and muscular, scooped up hands full of mud and pressed 
them in to molds. The molds 'were then taken in to the yard, where th ey 
were emptied. 1'hen they were baked and staoked for future use. A 
crude mill was used to mix the mud. Spoilage was heavy due to emden 
4 
showers and fros te. That this superhuman effort \mS comparable 
to those sacrifices made em the mountain is apparent, and only the 
hardiest of men were able to keep up with the job. Over 250,000 bricks 
were made, many of the men putting twelve and fourteen hours a day on 
1. John Perry to Rhoda Wood, llWi., p. 21. 
2. John Perry to Rhoda Wood, ~., p. 38. 
3. 'William R. Palmer writes: " ••• '!he . siding 'WaS taken off one man t s 
barn. Another man had lumber assembled the year before to 
build an addition to his home. He had delayed the building to 
make sure the lumber 'Was well seasoned. One day a team drove 
into the lot and the driver said, 'The committee needs this 
lumber and I have come for it. I '!here was no argument. '!be 
ower helped load the boards on the wagon. 'lhen the driver said, 
'Jed Jonea says you have some very choice finishing lumber put 
awy to make your coffin. He especially needs that lumber also.' 
And so Richard Palmer's coffin, along 'With his kitchen, went 
into the first college building." 1UHmni Booklet. 
4. William R. Palmer, .sm.a:t.. 
the project. Some of the men ate meals confined to sow-belly (salt 
Bacon), well cooked, and bread, seasoned with sorghum. They drank 
water from a stream colored red ldth the dirt brought by the spring 
1 
thaws. 
Construction ~~ first buildipg 
Throughout ~e summer the construction of the building 
progressed. The rocks for the foundation, corners and lintels were 
obtained at a quarry in Dry Canyon, and hauled to Academy Hill. The 
beautiful white stone forming the big arch over the front of the door 
was obtained on the south side of the Red Hill near Cedar Clty.2 
A cornerstone laying ceremony was held in }Ylarch and the en tire 
population turned out. 
A foundation was built four feet thick, and above it were nine 
tiers of stone reaching to the top of the first raw of windows. 
An entrance two stories tall was made of white stone, and above 
the arch a. large tablet, outlined in stone, was painted to read, 
"Southern Branch of the State Normal, Established 1897. n 
The walls of the structure proceeded upward also, while the 
partitions on the inside were constructed. A tremendous windstorm 
threatened to collapse the entire south wall three days before it was 
finished, and wormen, noticing the wall s'Waying visably, hurriedly 
buttressed it against the wind's force. 3 Finally the roof and 
floors were completed, the building having . been erected with few 
mishaps. 
1. Alex H. Rollo to Rhoda Wood, jW.. sa1., p. 43. 
2. Herbert Adams to Rhoda Wood, rhoda 'Wood, .2.l2 • .£.!!., p • . 10. 
3. Rube flalker to· Rhoda 'Wood, .sm. ..a:k., p. 35. 
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The architeot of the building discovered that a hea ting plant 
for the school had inadvertantly been left out of the plans, and 
insisted that Cedar City include it in the building. Since th is 
28 
phase 'WOuld have been purchased by cash, the committee felt it an undo 
hardship, and a ppealed to the Attorney General, who ruled against 
them. Mrs. Cathe~ne G. Bell offered her stock in the Cedar Sheep 
Association and the Cedar City Co-op Store, others followed suit, and 
wi th such securities the heating plant was purchased. l 
Another sacrifice, similar in nature, was made by fifty-nine 
stockholders of the old Cooperative Cattle Company. This group 
don~ted the capital stock of the oompany to the B. N. S. who sold a 
large ranch at Enoch for $5,500.00, the proceeds going into the 
building fund. The state legislature later appropriated $17,000.00 
to help repay Cedar City for her struggles. 2 
In September of 1898, the Branch Normal School moved from the 
~ard Hall to t~e "Old Main" as the building was later affectionatelY 
titled. '!he hardships ltlich the oi tiz8ns had endured had now 
culminated in the form of timber, rocks, and brick. Besides serving 
as a sanctuary for education, the building remains as mute testimony 
of the spirit of the pioneers who were determined that Cedar City was 
to become a center of education and oulture in Southern Utah. The 
building has always served as a tie between the administration and the 
citizens of the town, ~o regard the building possessively, and thus 
feel that the college itself 1s their possession and responsibility. 
1. viilliam 'R. Palmer, Alumpi Booklet. 
2. ~. 
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None of the other buildings on the campus or anywhere in Cedar City 
that were erected prior or after the Old Main command such affection 
as the first college building. 
29 
The total cost of the structure was '35,000.00, a staggering sum 
for a community of only seven hundred and fifty adult citizens,l none 
of whom were wealthy in any sense. 
The building was equipped with a large chapel for religious 
programs and assemblies. A library and reading roOI!l was complete 
with books, magazines, journals, and newspapers. A museum vas 
started that was adequately to represent the natural history of 
Southern Utah. 'The biological laboratory was provided with ncompound 
microscopes, assessory instruments, end chemical reagents. 11 A 
physical laboratory was included, and a lathe and tools were at hand. 
Shade trees were placed on the campus and baseball, basketball, 
football, and croquet fac1li ties 'Were provided. The athletic field 
was an oval track, situated where the staff houses now stand. 
Cgnclusion 
Of all the events that have transpired during the College of 
Southern Utah's history, the most romantic was the journey into the 
mountains in the middle of winter to gather the timber to construct the 
first building. The community of Cedar City had met its greatest 
test with flying colors , and the College of Southern Utah had been 
given a heritage that fe1-l educational institutions ossess. It might 
readily be the most dram tic founding of any school in America. The 
first school building had been literally torn from icy crags and molded 
1. Golden Jubilee ~ Sguvenir, rogrgm, p . 4. 
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by the hands 0 f over D. hundred men into a building lolhich represents 
many things to many people. It is a symbol of faith in common men, 
of fortitude, and of unparalleled sacrifice for eduoation. The Old 
Main qas brea~ed cour~e into later administrations, and has evolved 
through the years into a temple of higher learning, hallowed by time 
and revered by those ~o have entered her portals to seek learning. 
THE BRANCH NORMAL SCHOOL PERIOD, 
1897-1913 
PrinciPals ~ po1igy 
'!be sixteen year period during lrllich the Cedar City School 
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was under the administra~ion of the University 'of Utah was marked 
by a signifioant growth in enrollment, physical facilities, and 
status. Milton Bennion, the first prinoipal, remained at the college 
three years, leaving to do graduate 'Wor~. '!be second principal, 
J. Reuben Clark Jr., served only one aoademic year, at the con-
elusion of which Nathan T. Porter was appointed as the administrator 
of the school. In 1904 George W. Decker, a member of the faculty 
since the first year, was appointed principal, and remained in 
that position until the college was transferred to the Utah State 
Agricultural College in 1913.1 
A rigid standard of social ccnduct was imposed upon the students 
from the first year by Principal Bennion and was maintained by the 1 
three principals who followed him. Complete abstainanoe l(aS required 
from tobaoco, alcohol in any farm, profanity, and indecent dress. 
The ruling 'Was not only imposed an students and faculty, but the 
townspeople also had to abide by the rules of the institution if they 
'Wanted to attend school flmctiona or use the Normal school 
facilitles. 2 
"The Rules of Conduct" as they 'Were called, did not just pertain 
1. Parley Dalley, 4lwmi Bopls., et, Passim. 
2. Ordinanoes..2l ~ Branch Normal School ~ p. 1-3. 
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to school hours, rut had to be observed at all times. If a member 
of the town smoked he was barred from admission to any college 
activity. Bitterness was raised by the rigid imposition of the 
code upon the townspeople, and ~specially among those who had 
contributed towards the construction of the first building and then 
were denied en trance into the building because of their smoking or 
1 drinking habits. 
An example of the extent to which the cooe was imposed was a. 
stern lecture given by the principal during one of the first ten-
thirty o'clock assembly half-hours. '!he time 'WaS spent severely 
cri ticizing a group of young ladies who had made the mistake of 
taking off their long-handled underwear and substituting in ~ter 
time the sleeveless low necked underwear; some of the girls had even 
been brazen enough to wear lace-yoked dresses to parties 'Without 
showing any underwear at all.2 
Because of the imposition of such rules, the Branoh Normal 
School gradually developed a reputation that rivaled, and often 
eclipsed, those of the Mormon Church Academies. 'When competition 
between the Normal School in Cedar City and the Acadamies in 
St. George and Beaver evolved in the early 1900's, the reputation 
3 proved valuable indeed. 
PhYsical expansion 
Enrollment at the school had risen to an even 200 by the 
1. Rhoda M. Wood, ~ FOunders Speak. p. 46. 
2. 14.tA. 
3. .!Wm!. 
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1 
school year 1900-1901, and reached 250 by the academic year 1902-
1903. 2 Since the Main, as the first building constructed was called, 
was the sole building on the campus, olasses were large and oramped. 
It grew apparent that the Normal School's physical facilities 
had to expand to meet the gro'\dng student enrollment. 
'When the Legislature of 1903 meet, pressures 'Were brought to 
bear for an appropriation of seventy-five thousand dollars, twenty-
fi ve thousand dollars of lilich were to insure the construction of 
another blilding as large as the Main, and doubling the value of 
the physical plant.3 
The newest addition l to be know as the Science Building, was 
to resemble closely the Main Building 1n appearance. The three 
story structure 'WaS to contain rooms to house all the laboratories 
now located in the Main Building. Chapel 'WaS to be held in the 
large assembly room on the top noor, which would also serve as 
music oenter for the instrumental department. The Domestio 
Science Department \mS moved from the converted house which had 
served as its headquarters to rooms in the basemen t of the Science 
Building. ~e new addition brought needed relief to a school that 
had been crowded in one building.4 
Since the Manual Training department had also been crowded 
and inadequately housed, measures 'Were taken to remedy the s1 tua. tion. 
Using studente of the Hanual Tra ining classes for 'Workmen, thus 
1. Catalog 9I. ~ _Branch No:ma1 SchQo1, 1901-1902, p. 24. 
2. Catalog ~ .:tb..! Branc;h Normal School, 1903-1904, p. 43. 
3. Catalo,..2b..:th! Branch N017MP School, 1905-1906, p. 7. 
4. Catalog S11. .:tr.b.! Branch Normal School, 1907-1908, Passim. 
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eliminating the cost of hiring uorkers and also giving the students 
practical experience, a tamporar.y frame structure near the north side 
of the J~in 'Was built. Into th~s building were moved the benches, 
lathes, scroll saws, farges, and other tools for work in wood and 
metals. This s true ture ~TB.s used to house the department un til the 
need for a more permanent structure was apparent. l 
In 1905 the Legislature appropriated five thousand dollars far 
a new boiler house. The brick building was erected during the 
summer of 1906, and was to serve as the heating plant for the 
college for many years. In the same Legislature an appr9priation 
for six hundred dollars was made to secure water for the school 
2 grounds. 
In 1907 the athletic field was moved from its old site west 
of the Main Building to new grounds that had just been purchased 
east of the college buildings. ~e old oval track had been 
extremely steep ~d was :totally uri sui table.-3 The grounds were 
laid out and planned after the, Stadium at the St. Louis Exposition. 4 
'!he Legislature of 19\17 appropriated ten thousand dollars for 
a shop wich was built during 1908. The temporary structure north 
of the Main 'Was then abandoned and the new building was given over 
to shop work. 5 The upper story of the brick building was used as 
a gymnasium, and eventually was converted to rooms for a girl's 
dormitory. The two story structure lias modeled after the other 
1. Parley Dalley, ~. ..¥U.. 
2. Catalog Q.!:.:Y!§. ranch Normal School, 1907-1908, p. 8. 
3. 1erbal testimony of Parley Dalley to the present ",riter, Jan. 1954. 
4. Catalog ••• , idem. 
5. Ibid., p . 9. 
-
1 buildings on the campus. 
An extensive lendscape program 'WaS undertaken in 1904 and 
carried on during the later administration. 'lhe hill was covered 
1011 th creek boulders 'Which had to be blasted out vi th powder and 
caps. Lacking funds ld th llhich the powder should be purchased, 
William Flannigan, school custodian, used his a..fn money in order to 
complete the job. The crushed rock vas then hauled ·to the north 
side to make a circling road while others were used to fill in the 
deep washed field ditch across the north side. The high spots 
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vere leveled off into a swale running north and south at the foot of 
the hill on the east side, and fertile soil was hauled to make the 
outdoor gras8,Y amphitheater in front of the main buildings. Trees 
and shrubs 'Were taken from the mountains and hills near Cedar City 
and replanted on college hill. Ditches were made and small plots 
of grass 'Were planted to see whioh variety would grow the best on 
2 
the hill. Eventually a beautiful campus began to take shape. 
During the school year 1908-1909 electric power was introduced 
to the college buildings, replacing the acetylene ga.s lighting which 
had been piped from a small brick building in back of the main 
structures. 
3 The earliest lighting had been b,y kerosene lamps. 
Student governmegt 
One of the outstanding features of the early days of the Branch 
Normal School vas the system of stuient government. Modeled after 
1. Parley Dalley, Alnw!! Booklet. 
2. 'William Flannigan to Rhoda Wood, quoted in Rhoda 'Wood, '!be 
Founders Speak, p. 2S. 
3. Verbal testimony or Parley DaUey to the present 'Writer, January, 
1954. 
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the governments of cities of the first class in Utah, elections ~re 
held twice a year at which time a new slate of officers were desig-
nated. The mayor, recorder, treasurer, councilmen, magistrate 
and judges were elected and all other officers were a.ppointed. '!he 
"Normal City" g~ernment was divided into three departments: 
executive, legislative, and judicial. l 
The mayor was the head of the executive department. He pre-
sided over all public meetings and had genera.l supervision over all 
city officers, and it was his duty to see that all laws were 
enforced. As a legislative functionary he presided over the city 
2 
council and had the power to vote. 
The school city 'Was divided into four precincts. Two councU-
men ~ere elected from each precinct; these eight councilmen and the 
mayor constituted the legislative body. It 'Was their duty to look 
after the general welfare of the student body, and to enact such 
laws as 'Would insure the students the greatest freedom. 3 
The judicial department consisted of a co:mmi. tting magistrate, 
two district judges, and eleven police. The committee magistrate 
was elected from the cit,y at large, and had jurisdiction over all 
offenders of the law. The district judges decided all points of 
la'W and tried all cases that were not decided in the magistrate's 
court. It was the duty of the policemen to keep order, and to 
bring all offenders of the law to the courts of justice. Cases 
1. Catalog of the Branch Normal School, 1905-1906, p. 11. 
2. The Student, 4: 8, April 1913. 
3. Idem. 
1 
'Were tried during the morning chapel periods. Stuients could be 
fined for loitering, defacing sChool property, participating in 
sports wile school was in session (other than athletic classes), 
stealing, gambling, using tobacco, defiling the buildings, talking 
in the library, drinking, tearing down 'signs, and oth~r offenses. 
, 
The student Mayor appointed seven members to a Board of Public 
'Works, whose official duty \VaS to formulate plans for various 
proj ects throughout J the school. '!he Board of Public Health was 
composed of three members also appointed by the ma.jor, and directed 
2 
the welfare 0 f the s tuden ts of the city. 
Curriculum 
Students enrolling at the college the first year studied 
algebra, ad thmetic, English, music, draYing, reading, United 
States history and civics, and physical culture. The school was 
divided into two terms, and an entrance examination was required 
before admittance was allowed. The examination covered arithmetic, 
English grammar, composition, physiology, geography, United States 
histo~, reading, and spelling. The examination could be eliminated 
if the student would show their certificate of gra.duation from a 
3 
common school. 
The Nor.mal School received one hundred students free of 
charge in pursuance of the act of the first State Legislature which 
stated: 
1. Ordinances of the Branch Normal School City, p. 1-4. 
2. Ibid., p. 22. 
3. Ibid., p. 29-30. 
••• Fifty appointments to such scholarships may be provided 
annually, each appointment to be for the term of two years; 
Provided that students may be re-appointed to scholarships ••• 
Holders of nonnal scholarships shall be required to 
declare their intention to complete the prescribed course of 
normal instruction, and after graduation to teach in the 
public schools of the States; and in the event of such 
students discontinuing ti1eir studies at the University 
before graduation, they shall be required to pay to the 
University the amount of registration or entrp~ce fees 
required of 0rher students for a corresponding term of 
attendance... . 
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For students who had not completed cammon school, a preparatory 
course was offered consisting of grammar, arithmetic, reading, United 
States history, physiology, hygiene, geography, ~riting and spelling. 2 
The entire four years I course as listed in the early catalogs 
was as follows: 3 
First year: 
Algebra a • · . . . 
Ari thme ti c • • 
mglish a 
Music •• 
Druwing a 
Reading a 
· ~ . . 
United States Histor.y 
Physical Culture 
Second year~ 
Algebra b 
· 
. 
· · · Botany, Elementary 
English b 
Geometry, Plane 
· 
• • 
Manual Training 
· · · Physical Geography 
Physiology 
· 
. 
· · · Zoology, Elementary 
· 
1. Ibid., p. 22. 
2. Ibid., p. 29-30. 
and Civics 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
First Helf 
2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
J 
2 
· · · · 3 
3 
· · · · · 
• 2 
2 
· · 
2 
· · · · · · 
3 
3. Catalog of the Branch Normal School, 1899-1900, p. 25-26. 
Second Half 
3 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
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f irs t hali second half 
Third yea r: 
~ine ralogyJ Elementary • • 
Geology, Elementary •• 
Chemistry • • • • • 
English c • • • • • 
Physic s , 1Jementary 
Gener al History 
Physiology b 
Fourth yea.r: 
Educa t ic:nal Psychology 
English a 
Pedagogy 2 
· · · · Training 
Dra1-Ting b 
· · · · History of Education 
Manufal Training 
· · · · Reading b . . . 
· School accounts 
Physical culture 
· · · · 
. 
· · · 
· · · 
· · · 
· · 
· · 
. . . 
· · 
· · 
· · 
· · · 
· · 
· · · 
· · · 
· 
· 
· 
2 
5 
2 
4 
3 
2 
2 
4 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
The figures refer to the number a recitations per week in the 
respective subj ects . 
Beginning hith the academic ye ar 1903-1904 language courses in 
Gerrrill.n and La tin '\-lere offered. The GeTIlaIl cla s es took the student 
through the elementary phases into a course devoted to German pr ose 
and dr ama . La tin was offered in a three yet-.r progression series, 
3 
2 
2 
4 
3 
2 
4 
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
2 
climaxed the thi rd ,d th exten...,ive study of the orations of Cic ro and 
1 Sallust's "Calitine ll a s well a s a study of conditi onal sentences. 
A business course w~s added in 1902 consisting of classes in 
stenography, typewriting and cammercial l aw, in addition to the 
two courses in bookkeeping. Studen ts 'Were ur ged to enroll in the 
2 
s tenogra.phy course which introduced the Gregg system of shorthand . 
1. Catalog of the Branch Normal §chool, 1903-1904. 
2. Catalog of the Branch Normal School , 1902-1903. 
p . 27-29. 
p . 24-25. 
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The Domestic Arts &nd Science departments also expanded and 
included hand sewing, fancy 'Work, drafting and garment making, 
foods and household economics. l 
Physical education for both men and 'Women was concerned 
primarily with gymna.stics in the winter months and outdoor sports 
in the fall and spring. Posture was streesed in the ladies' classes, 
which also permitted w.amen to participate in tennis, basketball, 
and golf, and free gymnastics modeled after the German, French, 
and Swedish styles. The male athletic uniform consisted of dark 
trousers with a modified tee-shirt, and tennis shoes. Females 
wore a divided skirt, loose waist and shoes.2 
In addition to the normal course pre para tion, a four year 
kindergarten course for the preparation of teachers for that school 
area was added, being almost identical with the normal course. '!he 
professional subjects of the third and fourth years had to be 
obtained at · the University of Utah. Preparatory courses to the 
Collegiate Department of the University and to .the School of Mines 
were offered, along with the sub-preparatory course.3 
By 1907 the curriculum had added business arithmetic, oral 
expression, music theory, piano, mandolin and guitar, orchestra, 
band, voice culture, Spanish, ~~ench, commercial geography, and 
commercial arithmetic. Elementary mineralogy and lithology had 
been dropped 1'rom the course of study. 4 
1. Ibid., p. 22-23. 
2. ~., p. 24. 
3. '!be Student, 4:8, June, 1913. 
4. Catalog.2.1: the Branch Normal School, 1907-1908, p. 24-34. 
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Fram 19C17 to 1913 the curriculum 'WaS modified and changed 
according to the talents of the teachers available. Gradually 
courses in addition to the Normal classes were added, until in 
1913 when the' school 'WaS transferred to the Utah state Agricultural 
College the Branch Normal School offered in addition to the four 
year Normal course, a four year domestic science and domestic arts 
course, a four year agricultural course, a three year business 
1 
course, and three years of musio. 
'!he most significant change in the curriculum occurred in the 
fall of 1910. Up to that time the school had offered only three 
years of high school treini ng, and in that year the fourth year 'Was 
first taught at the Cedar City school. This eliminated the addi-
tiona1 year of schooling at the University of Utah, and paved the 
way for the first group to graduate with ~ certificate from the 
Branch Normal School in 1911.2 
Conclusion 
'!he Branch Normal School period covered the academic years from 
1897 to 1913, and was significant for its growth in statue, enroll-
ment, and physical facilities. Primari~ intended to educate 
youths to become teachers, the school had a great influence on the 
Southern Utah area. The really rigid standard of performance which 
was expected from its students in both academic and social conduct 
helped prepare the school for the storms to come. 
1. The student, 4:8, June, 1913. 
2. Parley Dalley, Alumni Booklet, Passim. 
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TRANSFER TO THE UTAH AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE • 
Comoetition 
The Branch N onnal School 'WaS not alone in the educational 
field in Southern Utah. '!here had been established at Beaver, 
fifty-three miles north of Cedar City, the Murdock Academy, a high 
school maintained by the Latter-Day Saints Church. st. George, 
fifty-four miles to the south, could also boast of a high school 
supported by the dominant church of the area. These two institutions 
had been established after Beaver and St. George realized the 
importance to a community of having a local high school and influenced 
. 1 
the church to establish the schools. 
As the competition developed among the three institutions, the 
school girded for the battle. The days of no competition were gone 
and the institution passed into a period when the very preservation 
of the school was threatened. The Cedar City citizens, anxious 
that their school remain in their community, cut rents and boarding 
rates to entice more students. But the field was obviously too 
small to support three institutions and time was on the side of the 
two church schools. 2 
The Branch Normal School was vulnerable to the attacks being 
made upon her by the state's educators. She was the only high 
school being maintained by the state a t state expense, all other 
high schools being financed by the COlUlty or the Church. Her trnroll-
1. William R. Palmer, Alugni Booklet, Passim. 
2. Ibid. 
ment had remained about the same for a number of years instead of 
the steady increase that had characterized her early growth. 'With 
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each succeeding session of the State Legislature it became harder to 
obtain money to maintain the school with charges and counter-charges 
often being made. l 
Cedar City, led by her two law-makers, 'Wilford Day and Henry 
~. Lunt, realized that the only hope for the continuance of the school 
was elevation to a collegiate status. Since it was obvious that the 
state would not grant monies for the establishment of another state 
college, the Legislators felt that · ~ plan which would achieve this 
aim and yet bypass direct action by the Legislature must be forrnu-
lated. The University of Utah could grant college courses to the 
Branch Norma.l. School but was determined that the school remain a 
high school. The two men then looked to the Utah Agricultural 
College in Logan, where they ~oped their plans might be realized. 2 
The two Legislators, ardent agriculture supporters, saw in the 
Logan College the courses they hoped might be taught in the Cedar 
City school. They felt that since Iron County was an agricultural 
region the school should offer courses designed to benefit the 
farmers. While they realized the importance of Normal training, 
they believed that agricultural training was paramount. Since the 
feelings of both men were well knOynl to the educators at the Branch 
Normal School, many of Wham were content to allow the institution to 
1. .ru.g. 
2. 1.Q!s!. 
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remain a teacher training school, apprehension about the future of 
the school arose. l 
On January 1, 1913, the Alumni Association invited Mr. Lunt and 
Mr. Day to assist them in conducting the chapel exercises. The move 
was made to acquaint the Legislators with the school. In the assembly 
Principal Decker spoke for a short time upon the policy of the Branch 
Normal and its spreading influence, stating further that the school 
had been very conservative in its demands upon the Legislature. As 
an omen of action to came, Senator Lunt and Representative Day in 
short speeches declared themselves to be firm friends and supporters 
of the Branch Normal, and that they would work for the advancement and 
honest needs of the school. They fUrther .declared that they would 
like to see the Agricultural and Domestic Science departments 
strengthened, "for the needs of our country demand more interest in 
husbandry, more boys to became producers, while every girl should 
receive all the instructions that the school is giving in Domestic 
Art." Thus it was that the Legislators publicly announced their con-
viction that agriculture should be stressed at the Branch Normal 
2 School •. 
Pas sage ,gi ~ .R11l. 
Representative Day presented to the 1913 Legislature a bill which 
would transfer the Branch Normal School to the Agricultural College and 
give it collegiate rank. The bill threw up a hornet's nest of opposi-
tion both in the Legislature and in Cedar City. In the March issue 
1. ~. 
2. 1b.! Student, 41 6, February, 191.3. 
of the Normal school paper a student wrote' 
In the Day bill it is proposed to change the Branch 
Normal to a Branch of the Agricultural College. The 
question is: - 1s it right for us to do this? And by 
right we mean that ~ich serves us best. '!hen 'Will it serve 
ua best to make this change? 
First let us consider llhat 'We have now. \rli th the 
exception of the training school we have the complete 
Nonnal course. And in connection 'With this course we 
have an elementary course in agriculture. 
Two years ago the State Legislature passed a law pro-
hibiting (sic) providing that we should teach a full course 
in elementary agriculture. This course has been commenced 
nicelY and is being extended just as rapidly as students 
are qualified for these extensions. 
The instigators of the present bill did not seem to 
understand that there was no necessity of teaching the advanced 
subjects in agriculture until same students had prepared 
themselves for it Qy first taking the more elementa~ 
subjects. 
The state Agricultural College at Logan has been 
giving us its heariest support and encouragement. 
The state Agricultural College at Logan has been giving 
its support but the people of Cedar City and surrounding · 
towns are luboring under ~se impressions, because they 
have been told by the instigators of this movement, that 
the present course will be kept here, and the agricultural 
course Will simply be added to it. 
If the P!ople will read section 2087 of the Compiled 
Laws of Utah, they will find that this statement is false 
because it is directly contrary to the laws of the state 
for such a condition to exist. They may also get informa-
from the "School Laws of Utah." 
It is advisable for all people concerned to investigate 
this matter and not make the change blindly at least. 
1. Refers to the law which prohibited the college from offering 
courses in liberal arts, pedagogy , the profession of la,\-T or 
medicine, or engineering, except agrioultural engineering. 
The law has since been changed. 
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Another expression for lbich the same people are res j)onsible 
is: Vie must make this change or our school \-lOuld be turned 
into a county high school, which the county would have to 
support. 
The reasons given for this statement are: First, this 
school is too expensive for the state to support. Second, the 
surrounding counties are jealous of Iron County for having 
a Normal School supported by the state when they cannot hnve 
a similar institution. 
The validity of this statement is &180 questionable. Let 
us investigate the first reason. 
The bill stated that we shall have the Bame appropriation 
if rate per cent to support the agricultural school. So the 
ex~ense problem is going to be entirely done away with by the 
state giving the same amount of money, but we use it to learn 
how to feed hogs instead of making public school teachers 
for the purpose of educa ting our children. 
The second trouble is disposed of in much the same way. 
The jealousy of the surrounding counties is going to be 
appeased by the state using the money that they would pay for 
taxes to feed the hogs and cultivate the lands of Iron County 
instead of using it to ,produce teachers for the purpose of 
educating the children of the surrounding as well as those of 
I ron Coun ty • 
'Then judging by the past we must say that by changing 
our school we are jumping from the frJing pan into the 
fire. ' 
Now let us see what our students are doing for us and 
the surrounding counties at present. 
Ninety per cent of the graduates of the B. N. S. become 
public school teachers and ninety percent of that ninety per-
cent make a success of that work. And regardless of the 
number of school teachers produced by our school, 'We now 
have to import a great number of school teachers annually. 
Then when we cut off the supply of teachers we will have 
to import many more than we do now, and pay the cash which 
we will have earned by feeding hogs to get someone else to 
teach our own children, or else let the youth of our l and go 
uneducated ••• 
Now as we a re informed, this undesired change is sure 
going to take place. \!hen the fond dreams of the "practical" 
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dairy men and farmers are realized and this country is "flowing 
wi th milk and buttermilk" and grain is blooming 'neath our 
feet let us all turn · our minds to the happy past and think of 
the dear old B. N. 5.1 
In the State Legislature the debuting went on until finally 
Representative Day's bill was passed. Cedar City "'as relieved that 
the school had been preserved but was concerned over what the change 
might mean to the school. The bill passed read as follows: 
The Branch cf the State Normal School heretofore established 
and conducted at Cedar City, in the county of' Iron, is 
hereby constituted a branch of the Agricultural College of Utah, 
and the state shall maintain the same under the management, 
control, and direction of the board of trustees 'of the Agricul-
turul College of Utah, "'hich may offer only such courses of 
study therein as are ~ermitted by law to be given in the said 
Agricultural College. 
Transfer 
On March 22, 1913, President John A. Widtsoe of the Utah state 
Agricultural College arrived at the Cedar City campus to look over 
the f~cilities and tb confer with the students and teachers. The 
next morning he explained to the students in a s pecial chapel the 
courses that would probably be taught at the college the next 
year. Senator Lunt and Representative Day also addressed the 
group.3 
On April 19, 1913, the Agricultural College board of trustees 
met in the Old Main building at Logan. At that time a statement of 
the estimated income of the college from July 1, 1913, to June 30, 
1914 was listed at ~22,850.00. President ~idtsoe ",as instructed to 
1. R. S. \.;ilkinson, "Do vie Want to Change the B.N .S. to a. B.A.C." ~ 
Student. 4: 1, l{arch, 1913. 
2. Compiled Laws of the State ~ Utah, 1917. p . 1051. 
3. The Stud en t, 4: II, April, 1913. 
proceed with the organization of the Faculty and the course of study 
of the Branch Agricultural College. l 
On April 21 Roy Homer, prospective principal of the Branch 
Agricultural College, arrived in Cedar City to investigate the 
school he had been asked to head. Principal Homer had been offered 
a salary of $2,400.00 a year, the rest of the faculty having ~ages 
2 that ranged from six hundred dollars to twelve hundred dollars. 
when school opened in the Fall of 1913, the new Branch 
Agricultural College had been provided with eighty acres of brush 
land in Cedar Valley that was fenced to make it r abbit-proof 
during the first year. The l~d had been given to the college 
by the citizens of Cedar City. In addition to the eighty acres, 
thirty acres of the most expensive land in the valley adjoining 
the campus proper was purchased and paid for by donations of the 
people of Cedar City. The price was nea r two hundred dollars per 
acre, Bnd the total price was sixty thousand dollars. Jersey and 
Holstein COliS, horses, chickens and incubators were given to the 
ne,,- college. 3 
As the time adv~ced into spring, 1914, a day was set aside 
to have the valley f arm grubbed and pIa ed. The hundred -eighty 
men turned out with )lows and teams and worked on the f arm one 
complete day. The school itself was excused for three days that 
the farm might be, placed in readiness for the summer growing 
1. Minutes of the Board Qi Trustees, April 19, 1913. 
2. Minutes of the Board ~ Trustees, September 16, 1913. 
3. ~illiam R. Palmer, Alumni Booklet. 
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months. 1 
On February 28 of the same year the board of trustees had 
authorized the school to spend one thousand dollars to get the farm 
under 'Way.2 
Conclusions 
The tra.nsfer to the Utah Agricultural College 'Was made with 
confusion and misunderstandings, but remains as one of the most 
far reaching of all the decisions made at the Southern Utah school. 
The populace of Cedar City again rose to meet the demands of the 
school and contributed money and lands. The way had been cleared 
to by-pass the Legislature for future growth, and the school was 
given a f ar more substantial foundation. 
1. The Agricola , Vol. 1, 1914. 
2. Minutes ••• ebruary 28 , 1914. 
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ENROL~rENT AND CURRICULUM, 1913 TO 1947 
Enrollment Maintained after training 
~hile many people had believed that the enrollment at the Cedar 
City school would drop because of the change in administration from 
the State Normal School to the Utah Agricultural College, such fears 
were unw"arranted. The enrollment in 1913 was actually slightly 
higher than it had been the year before, and many people breathed a 
sigh of re1ief. The graduating classes of 1915 and 1916 again 
showed an increase, the latter being a record year.l 
\-;ith the advent of the First ~Jorld 'War, ho\Yever, the school 
found it extremely difficult to maintain enrollment. Conscription 
cut deeply into the male enrollment, and had it not been for the 
high school department t~e school would have foundered. 
College courses helped enrollment 
In 1916 the Branch Agricultural College, as the institution was 
then named, here-to confined to high school \fork, offered the first 
year of college courses, and in 1917 the second year was added. 
The authorization for college work had been provided on July 10, 
1916, when the board of trustees had met at the Hotel Utah in Salt 
Lake City and had passed the follo'Yling resolution: 
Tha t the Branch of the Agricultural College of Utah at 
Cedar City be constituted a Junior College under the following 
provisions: 
The first year of college 'Work be given beginning with the 
1. See Appendix B. 
year 1916-1917, the second year of college work to be given 
beginning with tye year 1917-1918, the first year of high 
school work (the ninth grade) be eliminated beginning ,d th 
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the year 1917-1918 and the second year of high school work 
(tenth gr~de) be eliminated beginning with the yehr 1918-1919, 
providing that the tenth grade be retained for a longer period 
of time if the different important localities from which the 
students are drawn have not incorporated the tenth grade into 
the courses of study of the local schools. It is understood 
that the tenth grade is to be retained as long as, in the 
judgment of the President of the College, such work is necessary 
1 and desirable ••• 
The graduating class of ~~y, 1923, contained the first students 
2 to .obtain their diplomas from the junior college division. 
In 1936-37 the board of trustees authorized the addition of 
Senior Division courses in agronomy, animal husbandry, and 
agricultural economics. This enabled the students in agriculture 
to obtain a B. S. degree in these depa.rtments "Ti th only one year of 
additional work at the Utah State Agricultural College in Logan. 
A provision had thus been msde that again helped increase the 
school enrollment. 3 
High school classes eliminated 
For a period of twenty-eight years after the transfer to the 
Utah Agricultural College, the school continued to hold high school 
classes, eliminating firs t the ninth and later the tenth grade of 
high school ~ork. In 1941 all high school courses were discontinued, 
the Iron County School District assuming the burden. Prior to that 
1. Minutes of ~ Board of Trustees, July 10, 1916. 
2. Parley Dalley, Alumni Booklet, -assim. 
3. Catalog of the Branch Agricultural College, 1936-1937, p. 9. 
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time the county BOB.rd of Education had contracted "ri th the Agricul-
tural College trustees for the education of Ceder City's secondary 
school children. l 
The decision to separate the secondary school from the college 
was difficult to make. Nearly all of the junior colleges in Utah 
maintained high schools, thus insuring adequate enrollment to justifY 
the continuance of the schools. Most of the junior colleges still 
rely on the secondary schools to maintain their enrollments. The 
decision came a\ the end of a long period of growth in enrollment 
th at had begun in the days of depression, and had been continuous 
during some of the United States' darkest economic days. That the 
college's ex .. ansion in enrollment para.lleled the administration of 
Henry Oberhansley is significant. While proselytizing of s tudents 
had been undertaken during previous administrations the program 
was accelerated by Director Oberhansley. 
The decision to separate the two divisions of secondary and 
higher education was made prior to ~orld ~ar ~I, and was completed 
in the fall before the Japanese attack·on Pearl Harbor. It is doubt-
ful that such a f ar-reaching decision would have been made had the 
administration known that "War was iminent. The continuous growth had 
instilled a confidence in f uture enrollments of the institution end 
the trustees and Director Oberhunsley felt that as long as high school 
cla.sses remained the college would be thwarted in expansion. Cedar 
1. Catalog of the Branch Agricultural College, 1942-1943, p. 14. 
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City's citizens were also dissatisfied with the activities program 
being held for the high school at the college, and felt that only 
by the separation of the two would the high school students have a 
satisfactory extra-curricular program. 
With a feeling that a bright future for the college had been 
ensured, now that the high school was being housed in a building 
entirely separate from the college, the academic year 1941-1942 began. 
~ith the declaration of the Second world War an December 8, 1941, 
the administration was plunged into great anxiety concerning the 
enrollment. Indeed, many were prophesying the death of the insti-
tution. They had grounds for being worried. 
Maintaining enrollment during the aecond 1horld War. 
The school had been able- to weether the first world war and the 
lean years of the twenties beca.use the high school students were 
being educa.ted wi thin the school. The year 1941 sa'W no such reser-
voir of youths fall back upon. ~e school had always had a huge 
majority of male students, and could scarcely afford to lose them 
to the war effort. 
Thus it was that when the war came the college began groping 
for some way to maintain enrollment. Luckily Walter K. Granger, 
a former mayor of Cedar City and a past member of the Utah State 
Agricultural College trustees, where he had been chairman of the 
Branch Agricultural College committee, was a t that time a member of 
the United States House of Representatives. Mr. Granger, a Democrat, 
had had a hard time maintaining majorities in elections in Cedar 
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Ci ty, the Republican stronghold of Southern Utah. Nevertheless, his 
interest in the Cedar City college prompted him to explore the possi-
bilitles for the establishment of an Air Corps College Training 
DetaChment there. 
Repre senta ti ve Granger found ilia t he h ad a number of "selling 
points" for the establishment of the program at the College of 
Southern Utah. On February 23, 1940, the board of trustees had 
authorized the establishment of a unit for pilot training. They had 
accelerated the program in order to beat Dixie Junior College in st. 
George, arch rival of the College of Southern Utah in both atheletlcs 
and proselytizing of students, wno had also applied for the training 
program. The Branch Agricultural College was awarded the unit. l 
By 1943 the college had produced 125 pilots. 2 
Because of Representative Granger's groundwork, the 3l6th 
Army Air Corps Training ~tachment was established at the Cedar 
"'.., ~ 
City college, and on ~~rch 5, 1943, the first 300 Pre-Flight 
Aviation students arrived in Cedar City. The students took a stiff, 
five-month ~alitary Indocrination academic course. while in Cedar 
City, the aviation students enrolled in the following academic 
courses: mathematics, physics, history, geogra hy, English, medical 
aid and civil aeronautics and regulations. During the last month 
the students were given ten hours of ·flying in a 75 H.P. aircraft. 
After the Pre-Flight training in Cedar City, the students were 
1. Minutes of the Board of Trustees, February 23, 1940. 
2. Catalog of the Branch Agricultural College, 1943-1944, p. 13. 
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transferred to California, where they were classified as navigators, 
bombardiers, or pursuit pilots. The men were housed in the El 
1 Escalante Hotel snd the Utah Parks Company East Garage. ., 
wben the program closed June 30, 1944, 2276 cadets had been 
given training. In commendation of the school's role in the war 
effort, General M. F. Scanlon of the Army Air Forces ~estern Flying 
Training Command wrote Director Oberhansley: 
It has been a most satisfying experience to me, personally, 
to witness the outstanding service you have rendered our Air 
Ann. I desire that you and your faculty claim your just 
share of credit for the present success of our combat air 
forces. 2 
The college also offered ~ar Production courses. They ~ere 
, . 3 
intended to produce skilled workmen for war industries. 
Thus it was that the crisis of enrollment was met and the 
college maintained its existence through the Second ~orld ~ar 
despite the discontinuance of high school classes. 
~en veterans began to return to school in 1945, college en-
rollment rose rapidly and began to set new records. A new era of 
growth and expansion h ad been ushered in. 
Curriculum changes through the years 
While enrollment changed little during the transition stages 
from a Normal school to an agricultural institution, the curriculum 
underwent a radical transfonna tion. Just as emphasis was naturally 
1. Catalog of the Branch Agricultural College, 1944-45. pp . 16-17. 
2 . Ibid., p . 13. 
3. Ibid. 
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~laced on educ tion during the Branch ormal School eriod , so ere 
gricul ture a nd home economics stressed in the ne,,, curriculum 0 t he 
Branch Agricultural College. It is interestin6 to note that ~hile 
a ttendance '\-las com' ulsory in many clas s es, the new fields did not 
require a ttendance in order to g r a dUB.t..e from the institution. The 
enrollment in agriculture .. nd home €CO o . ics doubled, hOh-ever, due 
l 
mainly to the guidance of the f a culty. 
For ten yea r s the curriculum unde~ent minor d maj or changes 
until by 19 3 a stable and 'r ome-wha t pe rman nt c ourse of study had 
evolved. A grea t simili rity existed lbetheen the course of the 
Branch Normal School e. nd the courses of the Branch Agricul tural 
College a s far a s high school class es ~,Tere c oncerned. Stenogr a )hy , 
ty pe'Wri ting , bookkeeping , 8-l1d a ccounting \-mre offered in th e 
business fiel d ; public s l eaking , deb te, English, com. os ition, 
and oral expression domina ted the En lish gr oup , g overnments, 
citizenship , and American history 'Here t aught in the socia l science 
field; tool &king, ood'\-lork , mech nica l dra ing , and forging consti-
tuted the high school courses in mechonic ]. arts ; physic , geometry, 
physiogra~hy, a nd course s in physic""l educ C! tion 'ere t aubht . In 
a.gricul ture ' od domestic science, where the eml~ha£i s h d been placed, 
agronomy, anima l husbandry, d a irying , nd f a rm accounting were t aught, 
a long with home nur ing, hygiene for g irls, se",ling , dietetics, ' ress 
2 
making, millinery, a na needlevTor k . 
1 . 
,:.. . 
Ca t -log of the Branch Agricultura l College , I 13-1914. 
atalog of J ithe Branch A~ricultur,·tl College , 19~3-19 ·)4. 
Passim. 
Passim. 
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As college courses were added to the curriculum, care was taken 
to have all classes conform to those taught at the mother institution 
in Logan. While the first years' offerings were restricted, a course 
grew in which agriculture as dominant. Nine classes dealing with 
agronomy, irrigation and drainage, and animal husbandry were offered 
by 1923, and night classes in domestic science had been opened.1 
Normal training returned to the Branch Agriculture College 
curriculum, with students studying for a two year period after whioh 
. 
they were able to obtain a professional primary or grammar grade 
diploma. 
In 1936 the state requirements for teachers was raised to three 
years of Normal training. Since the Branch Agricultural College was 
confined to two years of junior college work, the students were forced 
to attend another school which off ered the third year program before 
a certificate could be offered. As requirements were raised throughout 
the years, education assumed a minor role in the school's curriculum. 
By 1947 the college was offering classes in economics, vocatianal-
industrial education, basic arts and sciences, business, social 
sciences, and education • 
. 1. lh1S.. 7 
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conclusion 
The transition from a normal school to an agricultural college 
w~s done with considerable skill and ease. The enrollment was 
maintained and emphasis was given to agriculillral and home economics 
courses. Normal training was revived early in the Branch Agricultural 
college period. In 1941 all high school classes were eliminated and 
the school offered only college courses. With the outbreak of World 
war I in December of 1941, the college met another crisis. In order 
to maintain her enrollment tllrough the dark war years she 'Was able to 
inaugurate a program to off er pre-flight training to army air corps 
cadets. The period following the ~~r was one of ex?ansion. 
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PHYSICAL EXPANSION, 1913 TO 1947 
The ne~ gymnasium 
F'or a period of fourteen years following the transfer to Utah 
Agricul tural College no ma j or building was cons truc ted on the -Cedar 
Ci ty campus. Then in 1927 a gymnasium building was cons true ted north 
of the Library Building where the old shop had been 10ca ted. The gym 
had been authorized by the Legislature of 1927, who had appropriated 
thirty thousand dollars for its erection. After the architect had 
drawn the plans for the ne~ building and bids had been received, the 
low bid was by Alston and Hoggan construction firm and was for 
.59,777.00, nearly double the state appropriation. The trustees 
authorized the plan to proceed providing the State Board of Examiners 
1 grant the deficit. The architects, Cannon and Fetzer, were asked 
to eliminate some of the unnecessary ~tems, and the Board of Exami ner s 
stated they would grant six thousand dollars, if the Alumni Associa-
tion would match the flgure. 2 
In the end, however, the Alunmi paid six thousand dollars, and a 
loan was underwritten by a number of Southern Utah citizens for 
another twenty-five thousand dollars. Together with the appropriation 
of thirty-thousand dOllar5 ~ less an interest of ~~280.00, the total 
cost of the structure reached $60,720.00. 3 
1. iinutes of the Board Qf Trustees, June 4, 1927. 
2. Ibid., August 26, 1927. 
3. Ibid. 
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The stadium 
Again, with the aid of the Alumni, the stadium was improved. 
In 1929, during the administration of J. Howard Maughan, the track 
and football field was completed. During the period of the Branch 
Normal School the track had been moved from its old location to the 
site vest of the Science Building. The track was at this time made 
to run north and south instead of the east and 'West location it had 
held previously. ~ith a team and scraper the field was leveled. 
Bleachers 'Were built on the west slope and cement walls were constructed 
around the track. Grass 'l{as planted on the footba.ll field and trees 
and shrubs vere added to the slope. l 
The Mechanic Arts Building 
In the winter of 1930 the old shop building, the upper floor of 
which was being used as a girl' 8 dormitory, 'Was destroyed by fire. 
The building had long been a fire hazard, and as early as 1926, the 
college trustees had recognized the need for a new gymnasium to 
replace the shop's second story ~ich had housed the indoor athletic 
2 department since the ear~ 1900's. On ~~rch 22, 1930, the trustees 
accepted ~25,650.00 allowed by the insurance companies for the f1re. 3 
An architect soon dra.ft d plans for a long, one story structure lo1hioh 
'Would provide far superior shop f acilities than the old shop had 
provided. On July 1, 1931, the bids ~ere considered. Hyrum Kunz 
submitted the low bid of $20,342.88, and he was awarded the contract.4 
1. Verbal testimony of Parley Dalley to writer, January 1954. 
2 . ~inutes of the Board of Trustees, February 23, 1926. 
3. Hinutes of the Board ~ Trustees, 1-1ay 21, 1926. 
4. Minutes of the Board £i Trustees, July 1, 1931. 
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The Director's: cottage 
Other than the Library building, no structure on the campus has 
a s interesting a history as the Director's cottage. Early in his 
administra tion, Roy Homer began urging that a home for the principal 
be placed upon the campus proper. In the meeting of the college 
trustees on May 3, 1919, he submitted the following written 
suggestion: 
••• Under present conditions the campus is a night time 
and vacation time rendezvous and playground for children 
and idle grownups. Burned matches, cigarette stubs, etc., 
are to be found about the buildings. 'Windows and glass 
floors are often broken, and the buildings are broken into 
a t not infrequent intervals. Young men (and often young 
women) of the town often re sort to the deserted campus to 
play cards or other g~bling game s , and it is probable 
tha t indecent and immoral acts are performed under these 
condi tions. l 
Director Homer pointed out that it would be cheaper to pay 
interest on a loan with which to construct a home than to continue 
paying rent. 2 
Throughout the year s various plans for the construction of the 
cottage was considered, some even author i zed, and l a ter rejected 
for some reason or another Final l y during the years 1933-1934, 
the Mechanical Arts Depa r tment of the school constructed a cottage 
southeast of the Science Building and facing the eastern hills. 
Since tha t time a number of other homes have been constructed by the 
students and sold for profits. 3 
1. Hinutes of the Boa rd of Trus t ees, May 3, 1919. 
2 . Ibid. 
3. Par l ey Dalley , Alumni Bookl et, Passim. 
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Other buildings 
In 1938 a small brick building ras erected between the stadium 
and the main buildings. The structure housed for ~ time tpe college 
creamery and was finally converted into the center for the agriculture 
department. The original bidder defaulted and new bids were received 
before the building was finally constructed. l 
In 1937 dormitories for the men and women of the school were 
built largely with funds obtained through the national government's 
works Progress Administration. The structures, both frame buildings, 
were intended to house forty-eight students. A major addition to 
2 
the women's dormitory later increased its f acilities grea tly . 
In 1947 a Commons building was erected behind the Director's 
cottage f acing west and in a U shape. The building was constructed 
to house the bookstore, student council effices, yearbook and newspa
4
er 
offices, fountain room, cafeteria , and a lounge and recreational 
center.) 
Landscaping and farm improvements 
The landscaping of the campus proceed d throughout the 
various administrations. Initial plans were made, however, during 
the years Roy Homer was Director. Under the direction of Emil 
Hansen, landscape architect from the Utah state Agricultural College, 
the plans for the be utification of the campus were begun and actual 
planting took place. Many of the older trees were removed and new 
1. Minutes of the BoaRd Qf ' Truetees, April 18,1933. 
2. Catalog of the Branch Agricultural College, 1947-1948, p. 14. 
3. Ibid ., p . 13. 
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ones selected to replace them. Rocks and boulders were hauled off the 
campus, and new sidewalks were l aid,l 
Under the direction of the Dean of the School of Agriculture at 
the Utah State Agricultural College, Dr. Franklin S. Harris, experi-
mental work in crops, soils, and irrigation were instituted. An 
experimental sheep herd evolved into one of the largest in the United 
States.2 
Through funds acquired during the cadet war training program 
the college was able to purchase two thousand acres of mountain. 
l and which helped increase it s farest and range studies. Housed upon 
the beautiful ranch was a building which served as a meeting place 
3 for a !:lumber of faculty and student gatherings. 
Conclusions 
The campus of the College of Southern Utah showed material gains 
during the period covered in this chapter, perhaps the most 
important of which wes the addition of the gymnasium. Facilities 
for accomodating students received great emphasis. A huge ma j ority 
of the buildings were financed without any state aid whatever, and in 
a number of cases the citizens of Cedar City again under-wrote bonds 
to construct the buildings. 
--
1. Parley Dalley, Alumni BQoket. Passim. 
2 . Bulletin of the Branch Agricultural College, 1949, Passim. 
3. Ibid. 
STUDEN~ ACTIVITIES, 1913 TO 1947 
Student government 
The student government constitution adopted in 1913 after the 
transfer to the Utah Agricultural College was based largely on the 
old Branch Normal School government. The Mayor and his council 
'Were retained, and elections were st.ill held twice a year. "The 
Branch Agricultural College City," as the government 'Was called, 
retailed the ~ree departments, executive, judicial, and legislative, 
and formulated parties which sponsored candidates for the various 
elective posts. TI1e candidates then ran upon the platform adopted 
by their p~rty, and if elected were bound to carry out the . proposals. 
An example of a typical platform follows: 
The Loyalist Party Platform 
'\;e, the Loyalist Party, "rill uphold the laws and 
ordinances of the B. A. C. City and pledge ourselves 
to enforce the follovd.ng articles: 
Article 1. ~e will begin on a yearbook at once and 
carry itt 0 a comple te fini sh. 
Article 2. We ~ill gather decorations and stage 
scenery for plays. 
Article 3. We will make a collection of songs end 
cheers and print copies enougn for all students. 
Article 4. ~e will organize a Dramatics Club and 
promote interest in dramatics ••• 1 . 
The Commission form of government was inaugur~ted in 1924 
1. The Agricula, 1920., D. 60. 
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replacing the city administration but retaining the police force. 
The governing council, all of ,mom were elected officials, wae 
composed of the Chief Commissioner and the Commissioners of 
Finance, Publicity, Treasury, Athletics, Publications, Dramatics 
and Debating, and Records. The Police Department, entirely separated 
from the student government, was composed of three judges, a clerk, 
and the Chief of Police. l 
In the spring of 1926, the Executive plan of government was 
adopted by the student body in a special election. Elections, held 
twice a year in the fall and'\- inter, were nO'\-i held only in the spring 
. ~men a new set of officers for the coming year ~ere elected. The 
student body officers were now composed of a president, vice president, 
secretary, and commis~ioners of publications and discipline. Represen-
t atives from all the classes were included on the policy making 
council, along with managers of special activities. This f orm of 
government has been retained in various forms since that year. 2 
Student publications 
"'ilie Student," a combined campus newspaper, literary magazine, 
and yearbook, was established during the l a t er part of the Br~~ch 
Normal period and was carried over into the Branch Agricultural 
College. Published monthly, t he newspaper was bound in heavy stock paper 
and received considerable interest from ~e students. With passing 
years the pUblioation evolved into a weekly ne~spaper distributed 
1. The Agricola , 1925, p. 67. 
2. The Agtioola , 1927, • • 29. 
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1 
usually on Thursday. By 1936 the name of the paper had been 
changed to liThe Bacian, II a name it has retained to the present (1947). 
"The Agr1eula , ~ oollege yearbook, was first published in 19l.4. 
For the first few years the publication was distributed annually, 
but in later years was printed every two years. In 1925, after a 
lapse of five years during which no yearbooks were printed, the 
publication was resumed spelling its name now -The Agricola. ft BeginD-
ing in 1930 the publication was again issued annually. 
A literary magazine, mo'WJl lmder numerous names, has also been 
published at various time. 
Social 0 rgani za tions 
The first social organization was introduced in 1923 when the 
Phi Alpha Beta soror! ty was given a charter. The year following 
Vi Venda was organized, and three years later adopted the Greek 
letters of Xi Lambda Tau for a naI!le. The two organisations existed 
as the only secret societies on the campus until 1928 when Nu Omega 
Rho sorority was chart red, and the first fraternity, Chi '!hete. Iota, 
was organized. In 1931 Phi Sigma Xi was born, and by 1936 had 
added Phi Kappa Delta and Sigma Chi &0 (latter changed to Sigma 
Kappa fUlo) to the fraternal organizations. 
The period prior to the Second World War was a stormy time for 
secret societies, the mortal! ty rate being high. Members were 
usually recruited fram the high schoolj but officers were confined 
to those enrolled in .college cla'sses. In 1939 restricted membership 
1. ~ Airicola., 1925, p . 69. 
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'Was '\-d thdrawn and anybody 'Who would like to join was admitted. '!he 
1 plan met wi th f ilure Oond r estricted membership vas adopted. 
Only Phi Alpha Beta sorority of all the Greek organizations 
was able to maintain existence during the Second 'World War. In 1945 
Xi Lambda Ta. 11, Chi Theta Iota, Phi Sigma n, and Sigma Kappa Fho 
reappeared on the campus and a. l a rge number of new social organizat.ions 
were added, including Iota Iota, Gamma Psi Upsilon, Tau Epsilon, 
and Zeta Nu fraternitie s , and Pi lUio Omega sorority. 
Music, dramatics, ~ athletics 
The importance of music within the student activity program of 
the Branch Normal School was carried over into the Branch Agricultural 
College. Early prcxluctions of many light operettas and musical 
comedies included liThe Fire Prince," "Bofan'S Bride," and "The 
Musical Cocktail, n among many. In 1924 Professor "William H. Manning 
joined the vocal music de:rnrtment and by 1947 had produced ten grand 
operas 'With nearly one hundred performances. In add! t!on he had 
direc~d fifteen light operas and enty-nine presentations of 
Handel's "Messiah. n The most outstanding single e.chievement \me 
made in Decemger of 1928 when Grand Opera 'Week \laS presented. On 
each succeeding night the College presented a different opera 
including "Bohemian Girl, n nIl Trovatore," La Traviata," IlMartha, n 
and "Cavalleria Rusticana.." Other grand operas presented over the 
years include "Rigo1etton and "Carmen. ~2 
Instrumental music also played an important role in student 
affairs. In addition to accompanying operas and operettas, the band 
1. The Agricola, 1925, p . 69. 
2. ~ A~ricola, 1949, p . 48 . 
and orchestra each year presented a concert. A dance band was also 
maintained f or many years providing the music for matinee and 
evening dances. Professor Roy L. Halverson, who came to the school 
in 1928, expanded the instrumental department considerably and 
formed a team with Professor Nanning in the produc tion of the operas. 
The dra.m.c.tics of the school was confined la.rgely in early years 
to the annual school play and debates, but the depirtment gradually 
'gained in strength. The debate meets often generated as much 
rivalry as many of the athletic contests. 
Some early plays presented by students of the college included 
"Sweet Lavendar," "Little Shot,n "New Fires," "Ol I MisSy's Boy," 
"Jazz and Minuet," "The Goose Hangs High," "Seventh Heaven," 
"The Queen's Husband," u'lhe Importance of Being Earnest,ll nAs you 
Like It," and "Twelfth Night." 
Later years saw such performances as "'!be Eve of St. Mark, It 
UChalk Dust," "Spring Dance, n and "The Youngest." 
The period between 1910 and 1920 was often referred to as the 
"Golden Era of Athletics" as far as ~e Branch Agricultural College 
was concem~d. The college swept to two state championships during 
this period a nd wa s a contender for the c rOlm annually. The games 
were played in hard-fought contests, often more endurance duals. 
Contests were usually held in the Ward Hall before enthusiastic 
crowds. Football did not make an appearance before the late 
t~enties. Track contests were held ~th Murdock Academy and Dixie 
College. In 1941 the college concerned itself with only collegiate 
activities and therefore high school athletbs was done away with. 
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Organizations 
Early organizations included Peruke Club, a dramatic organiza-
tion, an Agriculture Club, Forum Club, Dance Club, Pep Club, Home 
Economics Club, Internation.al Rela tions Club, and numerous county 
and city clubs. None of the clubs vere lasting in nature ldth the 
exception of the Agriculture and Home Economics Clubs wich have 
been m.aintained through the years with many changes in name and 
organization. 1he Peruke Club was active for many years fostering 
dramatic interest and presenting plays of their own. Lambda Delta 
Sigma, a. religious organization of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints, vas organized on the campus during the war years 
to help compensate for the lack of. social organizations. 
Inter-collegiate Knights, a national service organisation far 
men, and Spurs, a service organization for women, were organized 
in 1945. 
ConclusiQll8 
Throughout t he his tory of the College of Southern Utah an 
extensive extra-curricular act! vi ties program has been fostered. 
Significant contributions have been made in the fields of music, 
dramatics aud athletics. Emulating I ger colleges and universities, 
the college ha.s established a system of Greek organizations. A 
complex system of social and service organizations he.e evolved, 
molded by past events and strengthened by the passing years. 
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S~{ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The College of Southern Utah was founded in 1897, lolhen the 
first state Legislature authorized the establishment of a branch of 
th~ N orma1 School in Cedar 81 ty • The school exis ted as a branch 
of the Univers,ity of Utah until 1913, 'When a bill \ias passed that 
transferred the a chool to the Utah Agricul tura.l College. For i ta 
first fifteen years the institution was known as the Branch Normal 
School. For the remainder of the period covered in this thesis the 
school 'Was called the Branch Agricultural College. Beginning with 
the school year 1953-54, the school acquired the name of Colle ge 
of Southern Utah, branch of Utah State Agricultural College. 
During the period of the Branch Nonnal School, the insti ill tion 
trained students to become teachers. The curriculum, therefore, 
was concerned with education courses and classes designed to give a 
broad, general background. During this period the library and 
science buildings were constructed, and a shop was built. Strict 
observance of ihe college standards 'Was required of srudents and 
vi si tor s alike. 
'When the school was transferred to the Utah Agricul turnl College, 
the curriculum was changed to emphasize agriculture and home 
economics. Higher fields . of science, la.ngua.ge, music and art vere 
held in conjunction wi til industrial training. '!he school was made 
a junior college in 1916. Professional rank and standing was 
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assigned to members of the college staff and courBes were made to 
parallel those offered a t the Utah ~ricultural College. In 1936 
senior division classes in agriculture was added. 
The gynmasium was built in 19'Z7, and the stadium in 1929. An 
indus trial arts building was erected to ~eplace the shop lob ich 'Was 
destroyed by fire in 1930. '!he agricultural building, the men and 
women's dormitories, the Director's cottage, and the student c~ons 
building were also bUilt after the transfer to the Utah Agricultural 
College 'Was made. 
In 1941 all high school classes were discontinued, and in 1943 
to 1944 e. pre-flight training program for members of the amy air 
corps helped maintain the school through the war years. 
'1;he enrollment of the school has grow steadily wi th the normal 
lags during the t'HO 'War years. During the depression of the 
thirties the fears for the school enrollment proved unfounded, as 
larger nmnbers of students than ever before enrolled. 
The community of Cedar City has given the scl:lool ample support. 
The po~ace dona. ted the O~l CBlIlPUS and in 1897 mobilized to 
CC!lstruct the library building. In 1913 the school's patrons again 
responded to college demands by providing the necessary acreage for 
the college farm. 
An adequate extra-curricular activities program has been main-
tained throughout the history of the schoolJ and has evolved into a 
pr~ram that resembles on a smaller scale the larger institutions. 
The school has pl ayed an important role in fulfilling Southern 
Utah's need for higher education by drawing students from most o£ 
the Southern Utah comzmm1 ties. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
A CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVmTS DI COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN 
UTAH HISTORY FROH 1897 TO 1947 
1897 March, -founding bill for Branch Normal School passed 
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March 21, mass meeting held in Cedar City appoints committees 
May 8, petition and offer of Cedar City sent to commission 
May 10, proposal to the state sent to conunission 
May 19, telegraph announces selection of Cedar City as site for 
Branch Normal School 
summer, 'Ward Ha.ll building progresses 
September, Branch Normal School opens, Bennion appointed principal 
1898 December, Attorney General rules maintenance of school illegal 
January, mass meeting called to consider crisis 
January 5, mem begin trip into mountain to get timber 
spring, cornerstone laid for Hain building 
summer, Main building construction progresses 
September, school opens in Main building 
1900 June 1, first graduating class 
September, J. Reuben Clark appointed acting principal 
1901 September, Nathan T. Porter appointed principal 
1903 i~rch, Legislature appronriates money for Science Building 
1904 September, George 'W. Decker appointed principal 
\ 
1905 }~rch, boiler house appropriat~ 
1907 March, shop building a propriated 
s ring, track moved to ne~ grounds 
1910 July 10, board of trustees authorize junior college work 
fall, fourth year Normal traini!lg added to curriculum 
1913 ~ rch, Branch Normal School transferred to Utah Agricultural 
College; name changed to Branch Agricultural College 
September, Roy Homer ta~es over as principal 
spring, new college farm plowed and grubbed 
1918 winter, severe influenza epidemic closes school for short period 
1921 September, P. V. Cardon t~{es over as director 
September, crea~mery established 
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1922 J. Howard 11aughan appointed director 
1923 May, first graduating olass from junior college division 
1927 March, legislature appropriates portion of money for gymnasium 
September 21, con tract let on gymnasium 
1929 September, Henry Oberhansley assumes duties of director 
1930 ~inter, shop-dormitory building burns 
1931 July 1, contract awarded on Mechanic Arts building 
1933 September, ~rk begins on Director's cottage 
spring, Agriculture Building constructed 
1936 September, first Senior Division courses in agriculture offered 
1937 spring, Men's Dormitory oonstructed 
1939 spring, Women's Dormitory constructed 
1941 September, high school courses discontinued 
1943 March 5, first pr~flight aviation students for College Training 
Setachment arrives 
1944 June 30, College Training Detachment officially closed 
1945 September, H. ~ayne Driggs assumes duties as director 
1947 fall, Commons building oonstructed 
May 15, Golden Jubilee Week oelebration begins 
APPENDIX B 
FACULTY, 1897 TO 1947 
(As listed in catalogs available) 
Anderson, Oscar A., Music, Bookkeeping. 1899-1905. 
Ashby, Clif ford A. B. Science, Mathematics, English. 1910-1913. 
Ashcroft, Theron, B. S. .?hysics, Engineering. 1939-1947. 
Ballantyne, Mary S. P. E., Commerce. 1929-1931. 
Barlow, Naomi, B. S. Foods. 1937-1940 . 
Barton, J. Wesley. Psychology, Education. 1909-1913. 
Bastow, Hary Lovina, B. S. Art, English. 1929-1947. 
Belnap, RoB~el1, C., A. B. .German, English. 1909-1912. 
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Bell, T. Donald, B. S., M. S., Ph. D. Animal Husbandry. 1944-1947. 
Bennion, lone S., B. A. English, Speech. 1943-1944 
Berry, Betty, T., J. D., Ph . D. thematics. 1943-1944. 
Bissell, Harold, B. S., M. S. Geography, Geology . 1943-1944. 
Bennion, Claire, M. S. Household Science . 1923-1924. 
Bennion, i1ton, B. S. Psychology, Hi s tory. 1897-1900. 
Bennion, wayne L., H. B. A. Business. 1936-1941. 
Berryessa, ~a1ter S. Bandmaster. 1925-1926. 
Betz, Adah H. Art, Geography. 1910-1913. 
Bowers, Mildred, M. A. Foods. 1939-1940. 
Bowman, Amy. Primary Supervisor. 1917-1919 . 
Braithwaite, F. C., B. S. Art, Registrar. 1918-1921. 
Brinton, Alice, A. B. Physical Education. 1937-1938. 
Broadhead, Naomi, B. S~ Home Economics. 1929-1930. 
Brockbank, Hazel, A. B. Education. 1925-1929. 
Brown, Jean, M. A. English, History. 1912-1914. 
Burgess, E. H., Mathematics. 1903-1904. 
Buys, Eva. Physical Education. 1919-1921. 
qannon, Allen, M. A. English. 1929-1938. 
Carlson, Venice, B. S. Physical Education. 1935-1939. 
Chadwick, Vera , B. S. Librarian. 1939-1940. 
Chamberlain, Royal. Physical Education . 1926-1927. 
Chamberlain, Virginia. 1931~1932. 
Christensen, John S., B. S. flly sica1 Education. 1914-1926. 
Christensen, John V., M. S. Agriculture. 1941-1943. 
Clayton, Christine, B., B. S. Domestic Science. 1919-1922. 
Coburn, John L., B. S. Financial Secretary. 1917-1924-
Cook, \t1ayne C., H. S. Range Management. 19.44-1945-
Cooley, Charles B., A. B. Mechanic Arts. 1930-1947. 
Cooley, Hazen. Secretary-Treasurer. 1929-1947. 
Coughlin, ~~ry, M. S. Languages_ 1936-1939. 
Cox, Jean. Domestic Science. 1916-1917. 
Cox, R. Reid. Physics. 1943-1944. 
Croft, George A., B. S. Mechanic Arts. 1919-1930. 
Dalley, Leland, M. A. College Farms. 1932-1933. 
Dalley, Orien E. Violin. 1925-1927. 
Dalley, Parley, M. S. Natural Sciences. 1909-1947. 
Day, Rex F., M. S. Agricultural Economics. 1941-1943. 
Decker, Clyde M., B. S. Auto Mechanics. 1939-1940. 
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Decker, George ~., B. Pd. Librarian, Mathematics, Science. 1897-1913. 
Decker, }~rtle, A. B. Physical Education, English. 1910-1916. 
Dixon, Aileen, A. B. English. 1926-1927. 
Done, M. L. Band. 1930-1932. 
Donnohue, Miss. Physical Education, Art. 1907-1908 . 
Drake, Charles B., H. A. Language. 1935-1936. 
Driggs, Howard R. English, Registrar. 1897-1905. 
Driggs, H. Wayne, Ph. D. Education. 1945-1947. 
Eastwood, ~~ude F. Domestic Soience, Art. 1902-1908. 
Eggerton, Esther, B. S. English, Physical Education. 1927-1929. 
Ericksen, C. Aileen, M. S. Clothing and Textiles. 1944-1945. 
Esplin, Alma, B. S. Agronomy. 1916-1918. 
Esplin, Lottie H., M. A. English, Language. 1921-1926. 
Evans, Elna. French. 1918-1919. 
Farnworth, Clara. Librarian. 1924-1927. 
Fenton, Francis. Education. 1923-1925. 
Fife, Arthur, B. S. Basic Science and Engineering. 1923-1936. 
Fin1inson, Burns L., M. S. Social Science. 1935-1947. 
Finlinson, 'Walker. Dairy Mtmager. 1935-1937. 
Fletcher, Forrest, B. S. Physical Education. 1912-1913. 
Foster, John M. Phys cal Science. 1907-1908. 
Fox, F. Y. EI\g Ii sh • 1906-1907 • 
Frazer, Habel. Art. 1918-1919. 
Frederick, H. J., D.V.M. Veterinary Clinic. 1914-1919. 
Frisby, H. LeRoy. Music. 1917-1920. 
Fullmer, Frank, B. S. Physical Education. 1943-1944. 
Gardner, Robert 3., B. S. Shop, Mathematics. 1912-1919. 
Gedes, Joseph, M. A. History, Economics. 1919-19,20. 
Gledhill, Preston R., H.A. English, S eech. 1944-1946. 
Gudmundsen, Maria A. English, Modern Language. 19~3-1926. 
Gunderson, Howard, M. A. Mechanic Arts. 1931-1935. 
Halverson, Roy L. B. S. Music, English. 1928-1947. 
Hanchett, Hughes, -B. S. Chemistry, Mathematios. 1943-1944. 
Hansen, Elias, B. S. History, Algebra. 1904-1908. 
Hansen, Gwendolyn, B. S. Registrar, Commerce. 1937-1942. 
Hansen, Ralph A. Violin. 19/4-1925. 
Hardy, J!Ugene .r'. Auto l1echanics. 191~-1947. 
Hatch, Sumner, B. S. Agricultul~ . 1935-1938. 
Hawkes, Grace S., B. S. Foods. 1941-1942. 
HaylTard, Ira N., B. S. Speech, l!bglish. 1927-1936. 
Henderson, Harold, Typewriting. 1923-1924. 
Hendricks, King, lY1. A. History, English. 1923-1935. 
Higbee, Thuman, War Production. 194.3-1944. 
Hirst, Johil E. Business. 1906-19<17. 
Hoffman, D. T. Dairy Manufacturing. 1921-1922. 
Hunsaker, Hyrum B., M. A. Physical Education. 1935-1936. 
Hussong, Herbert L., A. M. Latin, Mathematics. 1908-1909. 
Hutteba11, Sarah. Domestic Art. 1914-1915. 
Isom, Del Roy , -1. S. Physics. Mathem.atics. 1943-1944. 
Ivins, Stanley, B. S. Agriculture . 1919-1920 . 
Ivory, Boyd A. M. S. Agriculture. 1942-1943. · 
Jackson, Afton, B. S. Textile. 1942-1943. 
Jacobson, Eunice, B. S. Physical Education, English. 1918-1919. 
Janson, Gilbert L., M. A., Commerce, Registrar. 1914-1936. 
Jennings, Lydia , • A. Home Econo:'lics . 1935-1937. 
Jeppsen, E. C., B. S. Vocational-Industrial Education. 1936-1938. 
Johnson, H. Peyton. Music. 1918-1920. 
Johnson, Reha, B. S. Home Econo tics. 1933-1935. 
Joneo, Randall L. woodwork, Mechanic Arts. 1913-1916. 
Jones, Willard. German. 1903-1904. 
Kilburn, Golden. Scoutcraft Advisor. 1924-1926. 
Knott, Frances Elva, M. A. Home Economics. 1935-1940. 
Knudson, N. ~i11iam. Vocal Music. 1915-1917. 
Larsen, Everett H." B. S. Physics, Engineering. 1936-1939. 
Le.rsen, · Elni1y. Music. 1906-1907. . 
LeBaron, George L. B. S. Physics, fladio. 1946-1947. 
Leigh, Amy J., B. S. Domestic Science. 1913-1914. 
Leigh, Rufus, D. D. S. iological Science. 1910-l~15. 
Lesley, Lewis B., Ph. D. History. 1943-1944. 
Lewis, Claude H. l'1athematics. 1899-1904. Psychology, Eduoation, 
1917-1922. 
Lindquist, Ray, B. S. Athletic Coach . 1946-1947. 
Linford, Howard, B. S. Physical Education. 1928-1940. 
Liston, Lee, B. S. Athletic Coa ch. 1942-19~.5. 
Lloyd, Erma, B. S. Physical Education, Commerce. 1931-1935. 
Loosi, John K., M. S. Agriculture. 1933-1935. 
Lunt, George H., A. B. History . 1914-1924. 
Lyman, Ray, B. S. Sheep Husbandry. 1924-1931. 
Maybe, Charles R. History, Mathematics. 1904-1906. 
HcBride, Cora G., B. S. Household Arts. 1923-1925. 
McCarthy, Norman. Music. 1921-1924. 
l-iacfarlane, Henzies J. Natural Science. 1907-1911. 
Manning, William H. B. S. Mus ic. 1924-1947. 
Matheson, Scott L., L.· I. B. Social Science. 1931-1935. 
Haughn , Hurry, B. S. Atheletic Coach. 1946-1947. 
} rshman, John T., A. B. English. 1905-1906 . 
Maycock, Rena B. Domestic Science. 1917-1919. 
Ni11er, Nary H., B • . Pd . Domestic Art. 1905-1906. 
Milne, Ernest, B. S. Physical Education. 1913-1914. 
Mohr, Ernest, B. S. hysical Education. 1913-1914. 
Morgan, Edward A. English. 1907-1910. 
orris, Arthur J., B. S. Animal Husbandry. 1923-1932. 
oser, John H. Art. 1917-1918. 
Mouritsen, Leah, B. S. Secretarial cience. 1936-1939. 
Naegle, Mabel. Physical Education, Art. 1909-1910 1913-1914. 
Nelson, Donald K., B. S. Librarian. 1942-1947. 
Nelson, Irvin T., B. S. Agronomy. 1923-1926. 
Nichols, Marion. Music. 1919-1920. 
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Nisson, C. W., B. S. Commerce. 1917-1918. 
Oborn, Ernest F., Piano • . 1924-1929. 
Olsen, Donald, A. B. Music. 1938-1939. 
Olsen, Floris S., B. S. Home Economics. 1946-1947. 
Olson, Lee M. Physics. 1935-1936. 
Palmer, Zoe R., B. S. Social Science. 1924-1940. 
Parks, Hazel, B. S. Home Economics. 1945-1947. 
Parry, Caroline. Librarian, Art. 1914-1915. 
Parry, Gronway, B. S. Animal Husbandry. 1915-1916. 
Pendleton, John H., B. S. Woodwork, Mathematics. 1916-1924. 
Perry, Almeda. Librarian, Domestic Science. 1915-1916. 
Peters, Laura E., B. S. woodwork, Mathematics. 1916-1924. 
Peterson, Edwin L. History, Physical Education. 1937-1947. 
Peterson, Marene, B. S. Physical Education. 1938-1939. 
Peterson, Matilda. Primary Supervisor. 1919-1921. 
Pettigrew, Annie E. Librarian. 1918-1924. 
Petty, Lois LaVeve, B. S. Physical Education, Dance. 1939-1947. 
Plummer, Harry, M. A. English. 1943-1947. 
D}1 Poncet, Edwin, Ph. D. Languages. 1906-1908. 
Porter, Thomas H. Mechanic Arts. 1927-1928. 
POlle11, Inez, B. S. Domestic Science. 1909-1911. 
Ramsey, Allen, B. S. Mathematics. 1938-1940. 
Redford, Grant, M. A. &glish. 1936-1943. 
Ridges, A. J., Jr., B. S. Mathematics. 1899-1900. 
Riddle, Clarence E. Bookkeeping . 1923-24; 1926-1927. 
Rigby, E1dre. Manager of Farms. 1937-1947. 
Robb, James. Business. 1909-1913. 
Robinson, Willis, M. S. ~~thematics. 1943-1944. 
Rollins, Dell J., H. S. Agriculture. 1938-1940. 
Roylance, Kenneth. Music. 1917-1918. 
Sargent, David L., M. S. Agriculture, Biology. 1920-1947. 
Sharp, David Jr., B. S. Animal Husbandry. 1913-1919. 
Silver, E. A., B. S. Mathematics. 1904-1905. 
Smith, R. V., B. S • . Natura1 Science. 1905-1907. 
Snyder, Theron, d . S. Physical Education. 1943-1944. 
Spencer, Annie Physical Education, Art. 1897-1905. 
Steele, Jesse O. ~ar Production. 1943-1944. 
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Steffenson, K. " . Manual Training, }1athematlcs, Physical Educa.tion. 
1905-19CY7. 
Stevens, D. Gam • . Dairy. 1930-1935. 
Stout, ~ende11 S., A. B. Education. 1923-1930. 
Swindle, Karma P.; B. S. Home Economcs. 1946-1947. 
Thomas, Wendell S., A. B. Education. 1923-1930. 
Thompson, Raae, B. S. Domestic Science. 1924-1933. 
Tinsley, Marie. Librerian. 1935-1939. 
Tippets, Twain, 1-1. A. En~1ishJ Speech. 1946-1947. 
Tipton, John H. Physics, Manual Training. 1898-1901. 
T011estrup, Albert. Music. 1905-1917. 
Tucker, Gra.ce, N. A. Foods, Nutrition. 1944-1945. 
Tydings, R. Nelson, B. S. Athletic Co .ch. 1942-1944. 
Urie, John M. Physical Education. 1943-1944. 
Urie, Mary, Domestic Arts. 1920-1922. 
Van Cott, Frank A., M. S. Piano. 1939-1942. 
Van Zandt, J. G., Ph. D., Geography. 1943-1944 .• 
~ard, ~i11iam T. Physics, Chemistry. 1903-1905. 
Warnick, Effie, B. S. Domestic Science. "1914-1915. 
'Webb, James E. Mathematics, Commerce. 1904-1906. 
'West, Hazel, A. B. Supervisor in Ivlethods. 1929-1931. 
"West, Ray B., Jr., M. S., English. 1937-1941. 
~est, James. Music. 1921-1922. 
l-lhatcott, Elihu. Dairy Manufacturing. 1938-1944. 
vlliitehead, George, D.V.M., Veterinary Science. 1913-1914. 
~biting, Margaret, A. B. Art. 1921-1922. 
Wight, Lillian, B. $. Domestic Science. 1925-1930. 
~a1ters, F. LeRoy, B. S. Auto Mechanics. 1943-1944. 
Wiggs, Virginia, B. S. Secretarial Science. 1942-1944. , 
Whittaker, Ada. Domestic Art. 1921-1922 . 
wilkinson, Harold H. Physical Education. 1911-1913. 
~i11iams, Margaret, B. S. Education. 1931-1937. 
~oodard, Ruby. English. 19 ~3-1924. 
~oodhouse, Clara, A. B. English, Music. 1938-1939. 
vloodbury, John S. Shop, Mathematics. 1907-1911. 
Woodbury, John. Secretary. 1921-1928. 
Wooley, lone. Art. 1926-1927. 
Wooley, William G., B. S. Agronomy. 1917-1918. 
Wright, Ianthus, B. S. Agriculture. 1936-1944. 
rigley, Robert L., B. S. Shop . Agriculture. 1911-1917. 
Young, John A., M. A. History. Physical Education. 1923-1930. 
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APPENDIX C 
LIST OF GRADUATES, 1900 TO 1947 
Ella Berry Leigh, Amelia Dalley Green, Julius Sylvester Dalley, 
Solon J. Foster, Emma Gardner Abbott, Randall L. Jones, Lillie 
Leigh Jones, Kate Palmer, Alice-Redd Rich, Joseph T. Wilkinson, Jr. 
Allie Berry Adams, Ada Bryant Leigh, \illard E. Corry, John 
M. Foster, Viola Redd Snow. 
Juliette Adams Holt, Ida Bracken, Ernest H. Burgess, Erastus 
B. Dalley, Orpha Decker, Josephine B. Moench, Rosina G. Snow, John 
Samuel Hanks, Minnie Hansen Harris, Edith Alice Gibson, George O. 
Holt, Abish J. Corry, Amy 1eigh Jones, Mary Leigh Bartoch, Dr. M. 
J. Me.cFarlane, Elizabeth Ann Parry Hoyt, 11iddle May Roundy, Mary 
Stapley Kay, Frank A. Thornley, Sadie Jones nlornley, Til11e Gardner, 
Robert S. Gardner. 
Ana. Adams, Bess Angell RaeBe, Richard J. Bryant, Eugene H. 
Decker, Willard Gardner, Ella Hulet Lawrence, Lavenna S. L. Heaton, 
Henry Jones, Sylvester Jones, David Leigh, Ras. J. Milne, Susanna 
Perry Olsen, 'William Redd, Robert P. '~oodbury. 
Ethel Ashdown Perry, Jean Brow Fonnesbeck, James Cottam, 
Dr. 'Wilford C. Cox, Esther L. Dalley Winters, Tillie Heyborne 
Higbee, Mattie Booth, Dr. Rufus Leigh, Cora Lemmon Mortensen, Sarah 
Middleton "JiXOID, Bertha Perry, Dr. R. A. '!horley. 
Irene Canfield Mitchell, Zina Higbee Bryant, Sadie Hulet Lowe, 
Albena Hyatt Gurr, Rose Jepson Knowlton, Deslie Lowe Anderson, 
Mable Neegle Dalley, Esther Parker Robb, Josephine Seamon Majors, 
Nary M. Urie, Henrietta Jones Hintze, Albert Anderson, John ~1. 
Bladen, Parley Dalley, Clarence E. Jones, Seth M. Jones, George 
Hunter Lunt, John G. Pace, Junius Taylor, Wesley Taylor, John U. 
Webster, Rupert E. Lee Wixom, Jennie Corry Lunt. 
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Morgan Edwards, l-~rtle D. Janson, Charles Hafen, Herbert Haight, 
Pearl Higbee Lence, anie Hulet Hammel, Sarah Imlay Grant, Ethel 
James P. Jacobsen, Lucy Jepson Barnum, Ann J. Gardner, Samuel O. Lowe, 
Nettie Lunt, Hattie Mackelprang Stephenson, Kate ~iddleton Byerregard, 
Willard O. Nisson, Maggie Owens Edwards, Ainnie Pace, Caroline K. 
Perry, Charles B. Petty, Dr. Frank H. Petty, Laurel H. Porter, 
Olive Porter, rederick Reber, D. H. Robinson, David H. Sandline, 
~arren H. Taylor, Clement H. Tebbs, John Wittwer , Mae Wood Armstrong. 
Anna Anderson, Betsy Benson Haycock, Dr. J. ~ . Bergstrom, 
Belle Branch Pace, Ireen Branch, Amy Carroll, Jennie Coslett Hunter, 
Dewey Fransworth Thorley, Dwight Fullmer, Eleanor Guymon Bruin, 
Arthur Hafen, Mary Haight Poulson, Charles Hanzen, Willard Ha~ard, 
James A. Henrie, Hyrum Ipson, Ina Leigh Gardner, Nellie Maarsden 
Durham, Clara McAllister Shields, Elsa Nelson }~ndenhall, Nora Page 
Ireland, Abner Perry, Jesse S. Robinson , ~~rtin Robison, Martin 
D. Rice , Ethel Stones Robb, Frank Sylvester, Frank Williamson. 
Wilford Clark, John Dalley, Katie Dalley McAllister, Emily 
Esplin Adair, John H. Fife, VidAr Ford, Henry Graff, Laura Hansen 
Ca.rson, LeRoy Heap, Jed Henrie, Robert Heyborne, Mossie B. Hussong, 
Mamie Jones Ballantyne, Hinnie Laub Orton, George • Perry, Lizzie 
Robb Curr, Lizzie Smith, Bessie Schurtz, Edith Stevens, Lionel 
Stout, D. D. D. Tebbs, Elizabeth H. Urie Stephenson, Reese J. Williams, 
Josephine ~ittwer, Dena ~illiams Williamson, Rena Sargent Dalley. 
Jo1m 'W. Bentley, ~lilliam O. Bentley, Dr. Earl Betenson, Vivian 
B. Decker, Guy Hafen, Lillian Higbee Macfarlane, Estell a Jacobson 
McArthur, Shirley Knapp, Caroline Leigh Collins, Carrie Leigh, 
Della Perry Gower, Edna Parry Bushby, Alfred Stucki, l1atilda Stucki, 
Richard Tweedie, Tillie Windsor, Hazel Dalley Granger. 
Margaret Melling Stubbs, John Fletcher, Gwendolyn Higbee 
~~theson, Myron F. Higbee , Parley Ipson, Jessie Jennings Gibson, 
Ruby Leigh Gamerson, Ray Lunt, E. H. Macfarlane, Luella 
~tlckelson, Caeser Myers, Donald Schmutz , Claude Sey, Nevada ~atson 
Driggs, Janie wilkinson , Clar a Williamson Stott , Leon Windsor . 
Randolph .Andrus, Ronald J. Dulley, Hyrum Jones, Effie Jones 
Hooper, Ruby Naegle ~es, Mar.y Bergstrom, Cora Jones Stucki, Irene 
Jones Andrus, ~ebster Leigh, Emma Lambson Nelson, Harmon Gubler, 
Gladys McConnell, Raymond Cutler, ~arner Mitchell, Janet Rollo, 
Donald Schmutz. 
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~inifred Corry, Thelia Church, Sherman Cooper, Fred Fawcett, 
Jed Fawcett, Albert Fordham, Hugh Fox, Dr. Delos Hyatt, H. Val Hafen, 
LeRoy Heap, Wallace Lunt, Winnifred Leigh Lunt, Laura Little Pickett, 
Emily Melling Lamorcaux, Seymour Y. McAllister, Dr. Irving McQuarrie, 
Israel Neilson, Ellis Pickett, Vira Perkins McQuarrie, Lida Slack 
Fletcher, Florence Spilsbury Higbee, Laverna Taylor Englestead, Maruc 
Tega, Elizabeth Adams Erickson, William Slack, Samuel Stewart, Riley 
~illiams. 
Byron Ahlstrom, Floss Anderson Decker, Erastus Bryant, Ivan 
Decker, Arthur Fife, A. Varney Griffin, Orson Haight, Eliza Haight 
Jones, Dr. George w. Hanks, Blanche Hicks Mace, Lafayette Jolley, 
Methella King Griffin, Fannie Klieman ~man, Eva Hunt t1atheson, 
Anna Prince Redd, Bertha Robinson, Emily Sandberg, Leonard Slack, 
Fannie S.with Robb, Edwin Stucki, Jena Urie Duncan, Alice ~ebster, 
Annette ~ebster Betensen, Francell ~illiams Neilson, Stephen R. 
Wilkinson, Blanche ~ood, Isobel Jackson Papworth, Elvin F. Harris. 
Earl Clark, Thomas Schow, Eula Barton Jacobson, La?real N. 
Bulloch, Rudolph Church, Iva Haight Langworth, Gordon Hunter, Estella 
Jones Grimshaw, Lehi M. Jones, Ada Lee, walter Lunt, Irene Mackelprang 
Johnson, EvelYn McBride, Euphrania Nelson Benson, Lauretta Perry, Alva 
Robinson Dixon, Dr. ~illard s. Sargent, Emma Daugherty Smith, Pratt 
Tollestrup, Joseph C. Smi th, Mary Urie, Ruth "Williams \fui tworth, . 
Genevieve Ford Hamilton, Anna Belle Schmutz Rencher, Ray Lunt, Carl 
Topham. 
Ray Lyman, Earl Urie, Rhoda Bryant Carter, Della Bulloch Jolley, 
Ramona Clark Fife, Lula Corry Cannon, Lola Findlay Swapp, Cora Hulet 
Dalley, Anna Jennings, Cora Perry Jensen, Afton Watson Hunt, Hortense 
~oodbury Canfield, Zelma Lunt Jones, Alvin Brooksby, James R. Cooper, 
Ora May Dalley, Otto Dalley, Bessie Esplin Brooksby, Cora Esplin, 
Chamberlain, Ivy May Gardner Jensen, }~ry Hicks, Alma Jacobson, Erastus 
L. Jones, ~ilson N. Lunt, Verda Lyman Adams, Harold Mitchell, Josephine 
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Myers Thomas, oice B. Nelson, Vera Pace Parry, Lorena Roberts Ray 
Robinson, Laverna Slack, Marvin Terry, Lester Thorley, l"lil ton Urie, 
Eugene ~oodbury, Eula B. J acobsen. 
Clyde R. Bunker, Rulson S. Dalley , La"lrence Esplin, Fernleigh 
Gardner, Lorenz0-6riffin, Edgar C. Lones, Victor Iverson, Orion R. 
Jones, Nelson Marsden, Moroni J. Urie, Parson U. webster, Leonard 
Bowen, Vera Bringhurst Wilkinson, Leland Dalley, Stanley Dall~y, Bert 
Farnsworth, Clair Gardner, Wilford Griffin, Lamont Hunter, Leona Jones 
.Stones, Bonner Lambson, Arthur Lee, Mae Lunt, Ed. G. Matheson, Scott 
M. Matheson, Annie Middleton McDonough, Durham Morris , Alton Neilson, 
Dora Perry Jensen, Dr. Edgar H. Petty, Charles Pratt, Verda B. 
Wilkinson, Kumen Williams , Lucille Adams, Della Corry lsen, Elizabeth 
Hamblin Leigh, Ruth Hi gbee Seegmiller, lvly-rle Kelsey Haycock, Thelma 
Knell Kammerman, Martha Langford Jones, Caroline Nelson ~estover, 
Vida Prince Moore, Wanda Tollestrup, Dora Urie Williams, John S. 
Hamilton, Virgil Tollestrup, Marion Wooley, ~alter Hansen. 
Lura. Elder Brown, Blanche Jones Houchen, Oneta King Shurtz, 
Carris Lunt Ashton, l'1arcella Jl1atheson J ackson, Anna Nelson Haws, 
Joseph Armstrong, Claude Havrs, George Leigh, Leon Le.igh, Ralph B. 
Sanford, Aldridge Thorley, Louring Whittaker, Vergene Simkins, 
Genevieve Thronton, Flossie Gardner Johnson, ~ilford Leigh, william 
Roche, Cassidy Root, Loren Schurtz, Dorris Sorenson, Raymond S. 
Thomas, Ruth webster, ~ells Williams. 
Elna Froyd Wilde, Jetta Leigh Lewis, Evelyn Palmer Webster, 
Thelma Perry McKean, Irene Thorl ey fuL~er, Ada ~hittaker Thorley, 
Gwen williams Allen, Rulon Knell, Glen King, Moroni Perry, Charles · R. 
Hunter, Morgan Rollo, Dr. LaMar Graff, Evan Bayles, Carl Carpenter. 
Golden Haight, Lloyd D. ~~ite, Lucy Es~lin Jones, Lareen Haight 
Eliss, Van Dyne Jones Bishop, Naomi Perry Mackelprang, Flora Seegmiller 
Perry, Ralph C. Adams, Kumen Gardner, Ebron Jones, Marvin Jones, 
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APPlliDIX D 
REVISED ORDINANCES 
Of the Branch NojIDal Scho~l, '~s Amended 
and Appfoved April 30 , 1907 
DE:FINITION 
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In this ci ty, an. offense is an c:.ct defined or ref err ed to by any 
city ordinance as punishable. 
OhDI Jj NCl!. 1 . 
Loi t ering. 
Any student lingering carelessly in or ~ _ ut he school huildinbs 
while clcJ.s s e !J a re in ses Qion , or dur i ng cha~el exercises , shal l be 
guil ty of an offen se, and u:Jon c onvicti on thereof she?l l he _ unished 
by re: rimand or disfranchisement a t the di scretion of t he court. 
lIDI NANCE II. 
Defacing School )ro ' erty. 
Any student who defaces s chool ·Jro ·~ erty is guil ty of an of en e. 
Said student, i f he pleads guilty , shull be ~Aone rated by making f u l l 
resti tution , i f t he c .se goe. to trial un the def endant is proved 
gu ilty, he sh 11 be s ubject to re .:.-rimand or disfr&nchisement ·~ t the 
dis cretion of the court; and shc~ll be required to make f ull resti tuti n. 
RDINAi~CE III. 
ports. 
Any student or students eng ging in any sorts o r athleti c 
pr a ctices , .. i thin the l i nii ts of this School Ci ty, bet".'een the hours 
of 8 : 30 und 12 a . m., and l: Ou and 4: 0 } .m., shal l be guilty of an 
offense; except such students s a re .pursuing the r egular fie ld 
exercises und er the cl&ss pr og r 8m, and upon conviction sh~11 be 
punished by r J ~rimruld t the discretion of the court, unle s 
s ai.d student or student s shall have ht.d. s)eci'~l ~e r:nis sion from the 
)rincipal. 
OHDIN ~NCE IV. 
Individu r l f r operty. 
Any student "'ho sh 11 d l fu l l y u s e or tH.ke the pro . erty of any 
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other student ~ithout the latter's consent shall be guilty of an 
offense, and upon conviotion shall be punished by reprimand or dis-
franchisement at the discretion of tbe court; and shall be required 
to make restitution. 
ORDINANCE V. 
Gambling. ) 
Students found gambling within the City Limits shall be guilty 
of an offense; and upon conviction therefore shall be punished by 
disfranchisement or expulsion, at the discretion of the court. 
OfillINANCE VI. 
Tobacco. 
Any student who uses tobacco within the limits of the School 
City is guilty of an offense and upon conviction shall be punished 
by reprimand or disfranchisement at the discretion of the court. 
ORDINANCE VII. 
Notices. 
Anyone, except instructors e~d Cit,y Officers, who shall place 
a notice or statement in or on the School Buildings, or within the 
City limits, except on the students' bulletin board, shall be guilty 
of an offense; and upon conviction shall be punished by reprimand at 
the discretion of the court. 
ORDINANCE VIII. 
Defiling the Buildings. 
Any student s )itting on the floor, or in any other way defiling 
the buildings, is guilty of an offense and u on conviction shall be 
punished by reprimand at the discretion of the court. 
ORDINANCE IX. 
Recitation Rooms. 
Any student who remains in any recitation room, except ~1en in 
class, ~thout the consent of an instructor or chief of police, is 
guilty of an offense and upon ~onviction shall be punished by reprimand 
at the discretion of the court. 
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ORDINANCE X. 
Appara tus. 
Anyone who uses the apparatus of the laboratory or working rooms 
shall be required to return it .to its proper place; and if it is 
damaged more than such use requires in careful manipulation, shall be 
guilty of an offeBse; and upon conviction shall be punished by 
reprimand at the discretion of the court, and shall be required to 
make restitution. ) 
ORDINANCE XI. 
Library. 
student s communicating orally in the library at any time it is 
open fo students' use, except with the librarian or an instructor, 
while greeting visiting friends, or vhen conducting them about, are 
guilty of an off ense, and upon conviction shall be punished by repri-
mand or expulsion from the library a t the discretion of the court. 
ORDINANCE XII. 
Library Books. 
sec. 1. Any person taking a book or magazine from the library 
wi thout the consent of the librarian, or an instructor, or without 
signing for it, is guilty of an offense; and upon conviction shall be 
punished by reprimand or expulsion from the libra ry a t the discretion 
of the court. 
Sec. 2. Anyone w.ho does not return library books, magazines, etc., 
to their proper places on the shelves a fter using them in the library 
is guilty of an offense; and upon conviction shall be punished by repri-
mand a t the discretion of the court. 
Sec. 3. Any student wo takes a book or magazine from the library 
shall return it to the librarian's desk by 8:30 o'clock a.m., the 
follo~ng day on all school days; and by 10 o'clock a.m. on Saturdays 
and no student shall remove it from the librarian's desk without 
permission from the librarian, until the book is checked. 
Sec. 4. Any student taking a book contrary to this ordinance is 
guilty of an offense and upon conviction shall be punished by reprimand 
or shall be prohibited from taking a book from the library, for a time 
to be, at ti'le discretion of the court. 
Sec. 5. Any student taking a book or magazine from the library 
before 4 o'clock on Saturdays, without special permission from the 
libraria.n or instructor, is guilty of an offense and upon conviction 
shall be punished by reprimand or expulsion from the library at the 
discretion of the court. 
ORDINANCE XIII. 
:~ 
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Relating to the Conduct of Visitors. 
Any person not a citizen of the Branch Normal School City, who 
violates the laws of said city, except 'When communicating in the library, is 
guilty of an offense; and the officers of said city shall have authority 
to put such person off the grounds of the City or the premises of the 
Normal scho 1. 
ORDINANCE XIV. 
Intoxication. 
Any person under the influence of intoxicating liquor within the 
limits of this city shall be guilty of an off ense; and if he is a 
student, upon conviction shall be punished by reprimand or disfranchise-
ment or both at the discretion of the court. 
ORDINANCE XV. 
Board of Public 'Works. 
The Mayor shall appoint a Board of Public ~orks, consisting of 
seven members. This Board is to be approved by: the Council. They shall 
remain in office during one school ter.m. 
ORDINANCE XVI. 
Board of Public Health. 
The Mayor shall appoint a Board of Public Health consisting of 
three members. This Board shall remain in office during one school 
term. 
ORDINANCE XVII. 
Notices. 
Anyone who interferes with any notices ~Titten or posted within 
the City limits, unless author':" zed by the principal, wi thout the 
consent of the writer, is guilty of an offense; and upon conviction, 
shall be punished by reprimand or disfranchisement at the discretion of 
the court. 
ORDINANCE XVIII. 
Conduct. 
Anyone who behaves in a boisterous or unruly manner in or about 
the school building shall be guilty of an offense; and upon convictio , 
shall be )unished by reprimand or disfranchisement at the discretion of 
the court. 
ORDINANCE XIX • . 
Remaining About the Buildings. 
Any stud en t who remains outside the buildings or on the campus 
while classes are in session or during chapel exercises for the purpose 
of studying or conversing, and without permission from an instructor 
or a. poliEe officer, is guilty of an offense, and upon conviction shall 
be punished by reprimand at the discretion of the court. 
ORDINANCE XX. 
Impeachmen t. 
Any elected or appointed officer of this City who neglects or 
fails to perform to the best of his ability the duties of hie office 
is guilty of an offense; and upon conviction shall be punished by 
removal from office. 
ORDINANCE XXI. 
Trial by Jury: Jury Defined. 
Sec. 1. A jury is a body of persons temporarily selected from 
the citizens of the Branch Normal School and sworn to try and de~ermin~ 
by verdict a question of fact. 
Number of Jurors: 
Sec. 2. The jury shall consist of four persons, or of any number 
fewer than four, on which the parties may agree in open court. 
'Who Competent as Jurors. 
Sec. 3. A person shall be competent to act as a juror who is a 
citizen of the Branch Normal School City. 
\ 
~o Incompetent. 
Sec. 4. A person shall not be competent to act a·8 a juror who 
haa been oonvicted of any public offense within six months of the time 
'of pepding trial. 
Summpning of Jurors. 
. Sec. 5. wben Jurors are required in the district court the number 
reAuired by law upon the order of the judge must be summoned by a 
p~ace off~ic er of the j urisdic tion. 
\ 
.' 
\ . 
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Sec . 5. ~hen Jurors are required in the district court the number 
required by l aw upon the order of the judge must be summoned by a 
peace officer. of the jurisdiction. 
'-!ualifica tions. 
'ec. 6. Such jurors must be su..rnmoned from the citizens of the 
Branch Normnl School City; they shall be com)etent to serve as jurors 
and n t exempt from such service. This SUDlllons may be oral; it shall 
state time and place of holding court. 
Jury waived Unless Demanded: 
Sec. 7. A trial by jU~J sh'll be deemed to be w~ived unless a 
jury is demunded by either p' rty. 
ORDI NANCE XXII. 
wben Trial to Begin . 
Sec. 1. U.on lea other t han a pl ea of guilty, unless a jury is 
demanded , or a ch ange of venue is '-ranted, the court must proceed to 
t~J the case. 
Change of Place of Trial . Grounds : Aff idavit. 
Sec. 2 . change of l ace of trial may be hud at any time before 
the trial commences. V'hen a defendant files an affidavit in ",'ri ting, 
stating fua t he has reason to believe tha t he cannot he ve a fair and 
impartial trial by reason of t he bia s or prejudice of such judge, the 
action must be transferred to the judge of another judicial district. 
But ne Change Allo'Y;ed. 
Sec . J. The i-Jl a ce of trial sh e-;.ll not be changed more than once. 
Procedure of Change: When Ordered: 
Sec. 4. wnen a change in place of trial i s ordered the Judge must 
forth'Ydth attach to the original papers a certified copy of fuis docket 
entries in the action and aeliver the s ame to an officer who must exec te 
the or ' er 'YQthout delay by t aking the papers so r eceived. Upon receipt 
thereof the judge to whom the ac tion is referred must ~roeeed in the 
sarne mc~nn ,- r E.. S if the action had cOI1l.TIleneed in his court. 
Postponement of Tritil for Cause. 
bee. 5. Before the commencement of a trial either party may, 
upon good cause shown, have a r easonable post~onement. 
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Ground s of Del. UITer to Com)l tdnt. 
ec. 6. The defendc....n t m':> y demur t o t h c omplaint \th en it e..ppeur e 
u!.:on the f a ce; 1s t: th t the pI ce, per son e.nd ~ ro ~ erty are not 
defined di s t inc t ly enough t o. en : ble the defend ·nt to unQerst~nd the 
char a c t er of the off ense c om1Jlained of' ; nd, t o anS'\-ler the corn~lain t . 
'"'nd ; t h, t t he f a cts stated do n ot consti t ute J. )ublic of·-'ense. 
De~ ur re r bu st&ined . Ne'" Complaint r Char ge. 
Sec. 7. If the demurre r be s us t a ined . ne~ complaint must be 
f iled \-;i thin such time 1 now e xceedin c: one day , a C' the nagis tra te may 
name. If such new compl aint be not filed the "efendant must be 
dischhr ged . 
Tri 1. in Def enda.nt's Absence Forbidden. 
Sec. 8. The trial must not ~roceed in the absence of · the 
defendant , unless he vol1ll1t rily ab sents himself \,'ith full knOl.J ledge t h'" t 
t he trial is being held. 
Instruc t ions Tha t lvay Be Dec i d ed By Court;, 
Sec. 9. The court must decide . 11 questions of lB.¥-J '\-m ich may 
a ri s e during the trial, but may give n o ch E .. r ge with respect to ma t ter s 
of fact. 
J ury must Decide or Retire. Oa t h of Office. 
Sec. 10. After hea ring the _ r oof s c.nd lll l 'gL. t ions , t he jury may 
decide in court or retire for con sider~ tion. If they do not i~~edi t ely 
.gree , an officer must be SylOrn to the fo1lo"'ing effect: "You do 
S¥-Jea r th& t you ¥-Jill keep this jury too;ether in some quiet convenient 
pl E.ce; that you ,,1.11 not pe rmit 'n~r ) erson t o s ;"e ak to them, nor s e£!.k 
t o them y oursel f , unless by or ders of t he c ourt , or to ask them if the r 
t ave ag reed u jJon the verdic t; and th a t y ou '\-!ill return them into court 
",'hen th ey Bh c~ll he ve < '~Tee or l ]hen o rdered by the curt." 
Ve r dict Delivered in ?ublic : hntry of. 
Sec. 11. \-,hen the jury sh c:. ll have agreed upon the verdic t, they 
must deliver it publicly in court and it mus t then be entered u )on the 
mi nutes . 
Verdict of One .') r Nore Defendcnts. 
Sec. 12 . ~,' en severul def endcu1 ts shall be tried tor- ethe r if the 
jury cannot f1gree as to the ver dict as to ~ ll , they may r -nd er verdict 
as to those in reg _rd to whom they do agr e e , on \-Thich judgnent tIus t be 
en tered . ccor d ingl y , anc til e c C.,::; e .S t o the rest mo..y be trie d by another 
j ury. 
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ORDINANCE XXIII. 
Genera l Ne lec t (Definition). 
Sec . 1. Repeated unneces s B.ry ',bsence from class, or frequent 
failure to ,prepare l essons assig _~d , or enera,l i ndifference toward 
he ""ord of the recita tion any or , 11 of these, shul l be held defined, 
construed as general neglect. 
Sec. 2 . Any student guil ty of bener ' l neglect as defined in 
'ection 1 of this ordinance shall be guilty of ,n offence, and upon 
conviction sha ll be punished by reprimand or disfranchisement , or 
expulsion, a t the discretion of the court. 
ORDlnANCr.. XXI V. 
Imy student, except a city officer in his leg 1 c hpa ci ty, who 
commits an ac t which injures in any way the interests of the school or 
t he rights c~nd privileges of any student shall be cons idered as having 
subverted t he interests of the s chool and t he rights and privi leges 
of the student 5 md f or such ;ubversion sh .. 11 be gull ty of an off ens e 
and upon conviction shal l be punished by reprimand or disfranchisement 
a t the discretion of the curt. 
ORDI NAr Cr.. XXV. 
/my Student remai ning in the dressing r oom longer t han five 
ninutes during any cla~s hour , sh 11 be guilty of an ofl ense nd u)on 
convic tion shall be puni sh ed by reprimand or di sfranchisement e.t the 
di s cretion of the cour t . Provided tha t ttis ordinance shall not be 
construed to permi t a s tudent to r emall1 in the r oom for t wo cons ecutive 
Jeri ods of ' five minutes each. 
\ 
APPENDIX E 
THE' FOUNDING OF A SCHOOL 
From the Historical Ma teria,l 
and the Recollections of Randle 'W. Lunt 
In Maroh, 1897 the state legislature of Utah passed a bill 
declaring that an institution of ahigher learning" should be 
established sanewhere in southern Utah J the place to be designs. ted 
by a camnittee appointed for the purpose of investigating all 
proposed sites. This institution was to became a branch of the 
State University, and would be the only such branch in the state. 
NaturalJ.y all southern. camnunities were bidding for it including 
Beaver, St. George, Richfield, Parowan, and Cedar ·City. 'The 
1 1 
commi ttee appointed to make the selection was composed of Dr. Carl G. 
M:aesar, Dr. John R. Park" and Dr. James E. Talmadge. 
\lhen, in May of that year, Cedar City was finally selected and 
the problem of housing ~ose, it was coo.cluded that it 'Would be 
permissible to use the new Ward Hall, then tmder construction by 
the Mormon Church, for the first school year, provided the citizenry 
would promise to have a suitable building ready by the opening of 
the second year, September 1898. Hence, the institution know as 
the Branch Normal Sch90l opened its first year ~ the 'Ward Hall, 
formerly located where the present armory now stands. 
During Holiday time of that first school year I Thomas J edidish 
Jones, chairman of the local school camnittee, called a mass meeting 
of 'the people of Cedar City to explain how time was growing short far 
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beginning construction of a new school building if it 'WaS to be 
finished by the following September as had been promised. . Reminding 
them that if such a building was not completed on the specified date 
they woUld los e the new school, 'Which lmS proving to be invaluable 
) to the small cammm1 ties in this regiOft. He Btood before the group to 
say: 
"Boys ,we are ccnf'ron ted 'With a real pro bl.. The ground has 
been purchased by the camol1Di ty, as you know, and dona ted to the.. 
state. The bricks have been MIned, blt we cannot begin buildixig 
without lumberj va cannot get lumber unless VB go into the mountains 
for it, and I realize as well as everyone of you do ltlat it means to 
venture into these mountains in the dead of winter. Nevertheless, 
'We must ask for volunteers fram this group to work their w8.y through 
to Jenson I s saw mill and procure the lumber we need. Are you 
wUl1ng?l1 
There lias hurried murmuring through the crowd. '!'here were . 
voices that said it couldn tt be done, but there were those who said 
it could be tried. 
Valiantly, on the morning of January 5th, lB98. at eleven 
o'clock a little band of hardy, determined men set out to brave the 
perilous mountain area. Commi ttee members" saw them off and bade 
them Godspeed. 
'Ibis committee composed of Mr. Jones, cha1rman. Frances Vebster, 
John Parry, Thomas S. - Bladen. and 'William H. Dover, had for months 
been untiring in their efforts to establlsh and retain the am 001 
for Cedar City. Now they were forced to call on others for assistance 
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in wark they could not achieve unaided. 
I t is true that hundreds of men on the frontiers of the vest 
had made and were still making such peril~us journeys into the "Wild~r-
\ 
ness for some c, use, but one wonders if ever there had been such a 
precedence in the cause of education. 
As the little train moved east'WB.rd toward the red hills, now 
white in their winter blanket of snOll, one might count only five 
outfits, one sleigh and four wagons; horses numbered twenty-one or 
four to each pair of men, and an extra saddle horse of the guide. 
ille 'Wagons were stripped r l1nn1 ng-gears' ,d. th a pole on each outfit 
onto \bieb 'Were strapped "grul>-boxes" and hay for the horses. . Carry-
ing EIlough hay and grain for twenty-one horses was no small problem 
in itself. 
The men were travelling in pairs as follows: 
Cornelius G. Bladen, Silvsn Simkins; Lorenzo Adams and George 
Taylor; John C. liebster, and James A. Bryant; James Hunter and 
John H. Perry; Daniel D. Perkins, and Randle W. Lunt, and Heber G. 
Jensen, on the O'\1llers of the mill, 'Who vas to act as guide. 
'!he company camped the first night out in Maple Canyon, at a 
point about ten miles from Cedar City, \dlere they elected Mr. Bladen, 
Captain of the company and he performed that duty during the entire 
journey. 
'!be following day they reached "Old Sett1n"-or1ginal site of 
the sa1aD.ill. !his was to be one of the permanent camp s1 tea during 
the \lhole winter's job of getting out lumber. Here were left old 
sleds aDd cabins that would provide adequate shelter. '!be largest 
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cabin even boasted a huge fireplace ~ich was no less than luxurious 
to men used to sleeping an the ground beside a flickering campfire. 
Progress had been slO\f that second day ld th the snow two or 
three feet ~eep. On the third day out the snov was three feet deep, 
but there \fere fey drifts for which the men expressed great grat! tude. 
They made their \l8.y just over IlLightning Hill n that night, \bleb is 
at the intersection of the present road down Parowan Canyon. Upon 
reaching this spot they determined to tramp a trail in to the ravine 
below were they knew a stream of water ran, this in an effort to 
wa ter their harses there rather than to go through the arduous 
process of melting anov for them. Resultantly, they w.l.ked through 
- snow shoulder deep, pushing it back ",1. th their h~ds until after 
beating, pushing, and tramp;mg their 'Way to the creek bed, they could 
look back through a narrow trail along \lhich they would lead the 
horses single file to water. 
It had been a trying experience to reach "Lightning Hill,n 
through the deep snov and that night the m.en gratef'ully scraped the 
snow do'Wll a few inches, laid their mattresses of hay (Wich en the 
morrow would be fed to their horses) and unrolled their bedding to 
lie dawn to mercii'ul sleep after the lang day. 
'!he folloving day, noting the depth of the snow, the Ii ttle 
party decided to leave one wagon at the top of the hill so they 
might have four extra harses to help break the road across to the 
timberline. Stretching before them was the broad plain known as 
"'!he Mammoth. n 
Iawing out before their right vas a strangely formed 
, 
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amphitheatre of bright-hued. bluffs. They did not then know it 'Would 
one day be famed as "Cedar Breaks R and that travelers from across 
the world woutd came to worship the beauty of its name colored 
bluffs. '!hey glanced a~ it, saw its majestic cliffs wearing robes 
of sno'Wdr1.ft on their shoulders, and the great white robes of the 
'White pines on its rim bending ldth the 'Weight of the snow, but they" 
did not consider it further. '!hey had little time for saluting 
nature's beauty. They 'Were grimly bent on achieving 8. certain goal 
before nightfall. 
Finding it almost impossible to break a trail through the heavy 
drifts across "'!he Mammoth," they set upon a plan to drive the loose 
horses single flle ahead of the rest, and so discovered an easier 
.. 
route. By noon they had reached their destination having traveled 
mOTe distance than on any previous day's journey. 
On the morning of January 9, after spending their first night at 
the salmlili, they arose to find a steady, quiet snowstorm pouring 
relentlessly dOllll in flakes, so large it appeared as if they were 
looking out into a well of great white sheets flapping rbythmically 
to "earth. 
The trail they had painstakingly made was completely obliterated. 
They stood helplessly by watching it vanish. For naught they had made 
open the trails the other canpanies planned to follow; undalmted these 
sons of pioneers and pioneers planned to re-open the trail. At the 
end of the day they had traversed only five miles. It appeared 
hopeless. Drawing their wagons and the sleigh into the shel tering 
pines they once more dug holes in the snow for their beds, cooked 
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their homely meal over the campfires and crept between quilts to sleep 
until dawn. 
Morning f~d them wldng under thick. blankets of snow despite 
the shelter of the pines. Crawling out from their primitive shelters, 
they found the wagons buried in snow. Captain Bladen at once called a 
council of the company to decide whether they should go on nth the 
task or quit. A few expressed unwillingness to continue rut the 
majority agreed to a nw plan, that they must return to town "and gei 
sleighs enough to carr.Y en the work, since the heavy snows had made it 
impracticable to "use vagans. Consequently they left the wagons burled 
in the snov and packing their bedding and food upon the tllenty-one 
horses, the company began its return march, hoping to reach ·Old 
Settin n again tba t nig)i t. '!he clearing \lhere they left their wagons 
was dubbed "The 'Wagons" and remains known as such among the older 
members of the community to this day. 
At this point in the story I tri tute must be paid to one of the 
greatest characters that ventured on the joumey--an old sorrel 
horse. Men who later told of his patience, intelligence and strength 
have fondly called him lithe savior of the expedition." It was on this 
return trip to "Old Settj.nn that they first realized how priceless 
he 'Was; he was the greatest trail-blazer of all. Strong, and quiet, 
he lIould go steadily into the drifts, push and strain against the 
'White barriers, through himself into them again .,nd again until they 
gave way. Here he 'Would pause f or rest, si ttlng down on his haunches 
as a dog does, and after heaving his sides in long, deep breaths, he 
'Would get up and begin ap. aver again. "\Ii thout old 'Sorrel, I doubt 
if the lumber 'Would ever have been brought from those mountains," 
one of the men said in explaining how ROld Sorrel,· gave courage 
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and leadership to the other horses. The men soon lea.med not to 
depend on ~e high spirited horses when bucking a snO'\r1 dri.ft. Without 
fail these \rere the ones to give up. '!'he job of "getting through" 
was al'W8.ys achieved by the plodders, the quiet level-headed animals 
that pushed and rested, and then began over again. 
Upon reaching ·Old Settin" a.t dusk the evening of January 10, 
the men were overjoyed to meet another company sent up from Cedar City, 
wi th fresh supplies. In the second company were Byron Carrigan, Uriah 
Leigh, Spencer Covert, and Bob 'Will Bulloch. Survivors still recall 
how happy these tllO groupe were upon meeting that stormy night and 
recounting their experiences of the pas~ few days. 
!he folioving day it 'Was decided to leave four men at "Old Settin" 
for the purpose of tramping the road back to the.) ealiIDill and keeping 
it packed hard. These four 'Were Cornelius C. Bladen, Lorenzo 
Adams, (owner or Old Sorrel), James A. Bryant, and Spencer Covert. 
Needless to say, Old Sorrel llaS their light and hope for the trai1-
blaiing and trail-breaking job. ahead of them. 
The remaining men returned to Cedar City and at once began 
lining up workers to m~e bob sleds to take back to the mountains. 
This organization was supervised qy Randle W. Lunt; George Urie, 
local blacksmith, \forked night and day to get the sleighs completed. 
'Within three days they were finished, and on the 14th of January 
Mr. Lunt end party 'Went back \0. th the first sleighs aI1d found the 
road well packed as far as "Lightning Hill. U 
Work now began in earnest. For greater convenience the bob-
sleighs 'Were out in h.alf and wagon toungs placed in each. One End of 
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the lumber was J,lOl<ed to drag lt1 ich aided in keeping the road packed. 
By cutting the bob sleighs in half, there were more sleighs far use 
which greatly facilitated the work. 
The men were divided into groups, some cut logs, some were 
sawers, some planned logs into lumber, and others hauled the lumber 
from the mill. '!he haulers vould take their load from the mill to 
"Old Settin" wich was the half lIay point, a full days journey. Here 
they lIould camp overnight and resume their trip the next morning going 
a distance of 5 miles to the Dtop of the cedars, n another station. 
At this place the loads would be transferred from sleigh to vagons 
which hauled the lumber on to Cedar City. 
During all this perilous 'Work not a man became ill. Accidents 
among the horses vere nearly as rare. About the end of the month 
of January they experienced the first accident when one of the 
horses suddently died. At the time tllO of the school committee 
members, Mr. Jones' and Mr. 'Webster, had driven up the m.ountains to 
lend cheer and encouragement to the workers. They at once offered 
one of their teams to go on wi th the work and remained wi til the men 
~lle Randle Lund was dispatched to Cedar City for m.ore horses. With 
a touch of humor, Mr. Lunt related his experiences on this lonesome 
ride. He rode bareback all the lIay to Cedar City with only a tie 
rope for a bridle, and worse still, on an animal which in keeping 
with its high spirited nature, lIOUld die down at every SDOW ·'dr1.tt. 
Leaving "Old Bettin" at ten o'clock in the morning, it was eleven 
o I clock that night wen he reached Cedar City. 
Early next morning he busied himself securing horses from 
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various loyal citizens. Mr. Robert Bullock gave a horse to replace 
the one that died. Uriah T. Jones gave one to replace the team-mate 
of the two stranded committee~en. 
Everywhere when good fell0l18 get together there must be something 
1 
to laugh at. And these men found much merriment in each other's · 
company during the long weeks spent together in the mountains. Laugh-
ingly they tell of the strange pictures they made bundled as they 
were in every known item of heavy clothing. Everybody 'Wore mitts instead 
of gloves. You could keep your fingers closer together which kept them 
warmer. To protect the~r legs from the biting winds they tied rows of 
gunny sacks about them from the waist dow. These sacks came filled 
with grain for the horses, but as fast as they were emptied they became 
'Wearing apparrel for hard working men. It must have been a ridiculous 
yet brave picture seeing these men tramping through the snoy in their 
ingenious garbs, icicles ha nging from their mustaches, icicles that 
matched those frozen on the noses of their steaming horses. 
At every night they made their own fun-lots of it as they 
gathered in the mill house for supper. Many a good squaw wrestle was 
on the evening' s program, and many jokes ""ere told and songs sung as 
they passed the short hours away before they crawled into their bunks. 
1. On.e of the favorite stories told concerned Jim Hunter. He had 
been ill for many months but had participated on the mountain 
excursion never-the-Iess. One night after a hard day's 'Work, he 
returned to the cabin and was offered a drink of ~iskey by 
Lorenzo Adams. Mr. Adams had loaded the bottle 'With cayenne 
pepper, and one swallow doubled his hapless victim. After hours 
had passed in which the very crew feared Mr. Hunter was to die, his 
na.tural color returned and he recovered. The mountaineers claim 
he never had another sick day after that event. 
no 
About the first of February food supplies ran so low the men at 
the ea'Wlnill had only dried peaches to eat. Mr. Bladen offered to 
go to tcnm for supplies and Lorenzo Adams volunteered to go 'with hiDl. 
On February 6 the fiercest of bliz~s swept this region and 
continued for tvo days. Mr. Lunt and D. D. Sherratt vere assigned 
the duty of keeping the road open. ~ey had a single bob sleigh 
with lumber dragging to pack the road. There had been many days when 
such blizzards from the North were disturbing and caused the roads 
to give vay under the weight of the horses. Such condition vas called 
nrotten road. II On this night the roads 'Were not only rotten but the 
snow was falling fast. It soon became impossible to see. Lunt and 
Sherratt were forced to abandon their sleighs, tie their bedding 
onto the horses and trust the animals to find their way along the 
tra.il. 
Suddenly they met Bladen and Richard Bryant 'Who 'Were making their 
vay back \(i th the supplies. 'lheir load consisted of hay and grain for 
the horses. Following them were Lorenzo Adams and Orson Taylor -with 
foodstuff for the men. '!he latter two had not caught up with Bladen 
and Bryant. The four sat up all night around a campire waiting for 
dawn. 
~e fire they bull t \las due partly to luck. '!hey Wit tIed a dry-
goods box into shreds, added bits ot hay, dug under the snO\( for bits 
of llood and struck a dozen matches in the raging blizzard. '!he last 
stump of a match' warked the miracle and started the fire tha t saved 
1. Rob Burns Sherratt related, "The next summer after the snow 'Was 
gone, I went back. lbe ma.rks of the single trees on the close 
timbers were six and eight feet up the tree trunks, shoving how high 
that packed road bed of S 1X)\o1 had been in the winter." d Rboda Wood, 
~ Founders Speak, p. 3? 
III 
them from the cold. They named the little clearing where they s ent 
the night, "Bryant's Hotel, II honoring Mr. Bryant who was being 
initiated into Winter Lumbering. WBryant's Hotel" is still pointed out 
to the mountain traveler. 
In the early morning light they could see, :hanging in the forks 
of a tree a loaf of bread which had been tossed there many days before, 
but starving though they were, the frozen load was not ~atable. <-
Being anxious about Adams and Tyler, they started back along the 
trail in search of them. They came to an abandoned sleigh perchea atop 
a snow covered hummel. '!here were strange movements in the snow nearby. 
Drawing closer they saw a horse partfally buried under the snow, making 
feeble efforts to rise. They began digging to release the horse 
wi th gunny sacks in an effort to rev! ve him. Mr. Adams and Mr. Tyler 
soon appeared to explain that at that point in the road, the previous 
night the horse had given up and laid dcnm in the snow and no amotmt 
of persuasion could arouse him. They 'Were forced to leave him and 
retreat back to "Old Settin." 'With them this morning was Samuel Heyborne 
who had come to give his assistance. At last the seven men raised 
the horse out of the eight foot hole into which he had sunk. 1bey 
saved his life. 
. One can fancy the joy 'With lihich they were again welcomed at the 
salmlill by hungry men wo had been so long on a diet of dried peaches. 
Come March and the roads were beginning to be nearly impassable due to 
the spring thalls. By the end of the month it was necessary to stop 
hauling lumber dow the "top of the cedars." The dri vera took the 
long route through Panguitch and Bear Valley. In April their work 
112 
ended for awhile. Early In July they used their wagons on the old route, 
making the remaining "Lumbering II a simple task when compared with the 
same job in the winter. 
The school building was finished according to agreement, and so 
• 
ends the tale of an achievement in education by men wno never attended 
that school; some of them had not had the opportunity to attend any 
school. Hardy, rough spoken, courageous men, men of the type without 
whom the frontiers of the west would have never been conquered. 
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